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Community Church of God was the first successfully planted new

church in the Ohio Conference Churches of God, General Conference, in
This dissertation describes and evaluates the

forty years.

used to establish Harvest
the researcher and
to

Community Church of God.

more

than

strategies and methods

The

church-planter served as

employed observation, reflection, interviews, and questionnaire

gather the data put forth in this report.
Chapter

relevance of the
and church

1 establishes the purpose of this

study,

and outlines the report.

planting literature as it relates to

dissertation, gives attention

Chapter 2 surveys Church Growth

this research. Seminal

sources are

and reviewed and themes within the literature germane to this dissertation
cussed.

Chapter

3 concludes the

study and its setting.
ent

to the

are

listed

dis

introductory sections of the report describing the

Attention is

given to

the

history and current ethos of the par

denomination, the Churches of God, General Conference, and the local context

in which the

new

church

was

planted.

Chapter 4 forms a description of the strategies and methods used to establish
Harvest

tive

Community Church of God.

The purpose of this

chapter is purely descrip

leaving evaluation comments for the chapter which follows. Strategies and

methods

are

discussed in six

major headings including

reach and assertive assimilation, celebrative

prayer, vision,

worship, lay ministry,

aggressive out

and koinonia.

Chapter 5 reports an evaluation of the strategies and methods used to establish
church from
sources are

a

pastoral and

a

congregational perspective in turn.

Data from

significance of the research are offered in addition to

church

planting including prayer, optimism, flexibility,

verance.

primary

reported and siimmarized in this section.

Chapter 6 comprises a conclusion for the study. Reflections
cal

the

five

life

on

the

theologi

principles for effective

development,

and perse
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

A

volves

a

challenge faced by the Churches of God,

relatively

low

success

four to five decades. With
the movement has been

rate in

General Conference,

establishing new congregations over the past

only a few notable exceptions within

the denomination,

plagued with declining membership and diminishing evan

gelistic intensity among member congregations.

But

a new era

may be

the Churches of God, General Conference. Denominational leaders
agree that church

dawning on

now

widely

planting is something which should be aggressively pursued by the

denomination. Several
in

today in

new

congregations are either now being opened or planned

nearly every one of the local conferences of the denomination.
Harvest

Community Church of God held its first public worship service in

Westerville, Ohio,
the

new

clined
tered

on

Easter

Sunday, April 3,

church had grown to

over

1988. Within five months of that

100 persons in attendance, had

respectfully de

continuing financial support from the sponsoring conference,

as a

full member

from denominational leaders.
themselves

few successful

new

church

Gen

brought widespread interest

Many, including the church-planter himself, found

asking the question,

Harvest

and had char

congregation of the Ohio Conference Churches of God,

eral Conference. The swift progress of this

date,

"What just

happened here?"

Community Church of God, having the luxury of being one of the

examples of new church development in the recent history of the

Churches of God, General Conference, has

1

a

responsibility to analyze and describe

its

strategies and methods for the benefit of other church planting ministry. The

purpose ofthis dissertation is to describe and evaluate from

gational perspective,

the church

a

pastoral and congre

planting strategies and methods used to establish

Harvest

Community Church ofGod

Harvest

Community Church of God provides a useful case study resulting in the

of the Churches of God, General Conference.

presentation of insights and principles which may prove helpful in future new church
development.
As the thesis statement suggests, the
of description and evaluation. The

study will follow a two-stage progression

descriptive portions will be straightforward and

informative. The evaluation process will follow the

presented from a pastoral,

then

congregational point of view.

ferred to in the pages that follow
searcher for the

study.

involvement in and

The

description and will likewise be

as

the

"church-planter",

This writer, also

served

as

the

re

primary re

quaUfications of the researcher center around personal

responsibility for the progress of the new church as founding

pastor. The findings of this study

are

presented in six chapters which proceed as fol

lows:
1 Introduction.
.

with

an

The purpose of this current

explanation of the study.

Attention is

chapter is to provide the reader

given to relevance,

purpose, and the

direction of this dissertation.
2. The Review of the Related Literature.

fers

a

The second

chapter of the study of

survey and summary review of Church Growth and church

which is

especially pertinent to this dissertation.

2

planting literature

Some aspects of this field

are so

im-

mense

that

no

pretense of being exhaustive is supposed here. Examples of represen

tative Uterature which informed this

study are reviewed for consideration by the

reader.
3. The
est of the

vest

Study and Its Setting.

The

larger scope of this study involves the inter

parent denomination in the strategies and methods used

Community

Church of God. Given this interest,

denominational context of the

case

under

the denomination and the current ethos
ment. A section

study.

as

a

third

to establish Har

chapter establishes the

Attention is

given to

they each pertain to

the

history of

church

new

describing the local context of Harvest Community

develop

Church of God

is also included.
4. A

Description

Community

of the

Church of God.

ods used to establish Harvest

Strategies and Methods
The fourth

Used to Establish Harvest

chapter describes the strategies and meth

Community Church of God.

The purpose of this

chapter is purely descriptive, leaving statements of evaluation of strategies and meth
ods for

Chapter

5.

5. An Evaluation of the

Community Church of God.
church

clearly defined,

This evaluation
sources.

In each

an

Strategies and

With the

strategies and methods used

evaluation of them

occupies the interest

to

plant the new

of Chapter 5.

proceeds from two main points of reference and employs several
case

the evaluation

pastor whose responsibility it was
ods.

Methods Used to Establish Harvest

to

begins from the perspective of the founding
develop the strategies and determine the meth

Primary sources which informed this dimension of the evaluation

3

process in-

eluded official records

kept

on

Conference Churches of God

file

as

by the church,

they pertain

Annual Journal entries of the Ohio

to the new

church, and

a

journal kept

by the church-planter during the early days of the new work.
The
vest

pastoral evaluation of the strategies and methods used

to establish Har

Community Church of God are followed by an evaluation by the congregation.

Two

primary

sources

tional Reflection
naire

informed the

study here. Findmgs gleaned from Congrega

Group meetings are coupled with results compiled from

a

question

designed specifically to test the findings of this study and administered to

larger segment of the church membership,

to

bring

an

overall

a

congregational evalu

ation to this research.
6. Conclusions. In

an

effort to

bring a sense of unity to

the

study,

a

final

chapter offers conclusions drawn by this researcher. Theological reflections con
cerning the ministry

of new church

development are offered by the church-planter.

Underlying principles which the church-planter encountered as a result of doing and

reporting the fmdings of this research are also presented.
The

point of this research and report is to

and methods have been effective in the
God to become
ence

a

mature,

better understand what

strategies

campaign of Harvest Community Church

contributing member congregation of the Ohio

Confer

Churches of God, General Conference. It should be said, however, that

in any

of

success

evangelistic endeavor rests with the sovereign will of God as He pours out His

Spirit on endeavors conducted in His Name.

The intention of this

produce a list of strategies and methods guaranteed to

4

study was not to

succeed in any

new

church

development setting.

The purpose of this

study was to describe

and evaluate those

brought about His desired re

plans and programs which God chose to

bless

sult

Church of God. The concept of the invis

now

ible and
ance

known

as

Harvest

Community

as

He

mysterious hand of God should be understood

of this dissertation.

5

as

rudimentary to

the bal

CHAPTER 2
The Review of the Related Literature
A great deal has been written about the science of Church Growth

the past three decades. More
ticles about church

this

and with

recently,

increasing frequency,

planting in North America have also emerged.

chapter is to acquaint the reader with representative literature

cifically to

the

during

books and

ar

The purpose of
as

it relates spe

strategies and methods used to establish Harvest Community Church

of God. The text which follows in this

chapter is in no

hensive survey of Church Growth and church
tended to present

a

number of representative

work of planting Harvest

presented as a compre

way

planting literature.

sources

which

were

It

is, however, in

useful in

doing the

Community Church of God and informing the research

which followed.
New church

Church Growth

development,

in its

principles, strategies,

simplest form,

involves the

application of

and methods. Literature in Church Growth is

significantly more developed and available than literature specifically related to
church
new

development in North America. Foundational to

church, and basic

to

an

understanding of this study,

new

the work of establishing

is

a

a

consideration of the

significant works of literature in the field of Church Growth.
The cornerstone volume of literature in the field of Church Growth is Under

standing Church
nized
two

as

Growth

by Donald McGavran.

the definitive volume

on

Church Growth

This book has been

widely recog

principles in the world for the past

decades. The value of Understanding Church Growth may lie in its scope.

While

remaining focused on

the issues

pertaining to how

6

and

why churches

grow,

McGavran meshes the

theological essentials with sociological parameters to create a

comprehensive matrix for understanding the major considerations for promoting
or

predicting church growth in a given setting. Basing his insights and

on

years of research

on

his

own

vast

primarily in fields foreign to

growth campaign in

a

America, McGavran draws

note what features of the human

experience to

tion should be addressed in

North

conclusions

sociological condi

endeavoring to understand and engineer a successful

given church setting.

Understanding Church Growth is written with refreshing intelligence and
depth.

So much Church Growth literature

tricks and

gimmicks "guaranteed"

McGavran has included

in the
a

some

today concerns itself with superficial

to increase local church attendance.

of the

more

concluding chapters of the book,

Though

practical dimensions of growing churches

the real value of this work is that it is

one

of

comparatively few in number in this field devoted primarily to principles of church

growth as opposed to specific methodology.
wider

appeal and greater usefulness as his insights and principles can

by Church
suit

a

Growth technicians into the

a

naturally

be translated

specific programs and methods

that will best

situation at hand.
McGavran's writing has

vest

His work, therefore, has

special relevance for the work of establishing Har

Community Church of God from both educational and inspirational perspec

tives. The author

setting,

the

posits that,

in order for effective

evangelist must furst take time to

evangelization to

understand the

the context in which the work is set. Considerations such

7

as

occur

in

a

given

important dynamics of

history, culture and

subculture, language, demographics, and others must be taken in

to account if effec

tive

realistically be ex

evangelization,

pected to

This

occur.

nificance of the

and

ultimately new church development,

proved useful to

Community Church of God is set.

McGavran's work is

church

churchplanter in understanding the sig

demographic and socioeconomic data available for the community

in which Harvest

tion for

the

can

inspirational in that he lays a solid theological founda

stating that church growth is pleasing to

God.

McGavran supports

new

development as a highly effective form of evangelism in the world today.

His

insights have also inspired the work of developing Harvest Community Church of
God in that he

today

gives repeated sociological evidence that the populations of the world

want to be reached with the Good News of Jesus Christ!

Understanding

Church Growth is the hallmark volume in Church Growth literature

also served

as

the foundation for the work of establishing Harvest

Church of God and the cornerstone

today.

It has

Community

literary piece of this study.

Church Growth literature can not be reviewed without

considering the works

of C. Peter Wagner of the School of World Missions of Fuller

Theological Seminary.

Of special interest to this

study are two

Leading Your Church Iq Growth

.

of his books. Your Church Can Grow, and

The

strengths of these two companion works by

Wagner are that they are directed primarily to
Like McGavran,

Wagner's work

mission work. While

the North American church

also grew out of firsthand

scene.

experience in foreign

Wagner's work admittedly may not carry the unusual depth of

McGavran's, his writings have served this researcher well in that they have been

8

more

focused upon, and therefore more relevant to, the business of understanding

how and

and

why churches grow

in the United States.

methodology, Wagner's writings seem to

Offering a blend of principles

be directed

appropriately to

the

typi

cal, rather than the academically exceptional, pastor/growth- technician in the field

today.
Wagner's book. Strategies for Church Growth has also
,

this

study. His commitment to planting new churches

as a

gelization and a natural consequence of healthy church
to more

tive.

narrowly focus McGavran's tendency to

see

been

important to

primary means of evan

life in North America,

helps

things from a global perspec

Wagner's fondness for medical metaphor is also

useful in

understanding the

physiology of healthy church life and diagnosis and treatment of an ailing congrega
tion. At several

points during the development of Harvest Community Church of

God, diagnoses were made based upon Wagner's writings and useful decisions were
made which
the young

ultimately contributed to

congregation.

From

a

ter III entitled

as

ter

the overall health and continued progress of

Wesleyan perspective,
la Spread the Power

Dean of the E.

Hunter

important

serves

work

by George C.

Hun

Asbury Theological Seminary

Stanley Jones School of World Missions. Published in 1987,

describes his book

as a

(16). Paying tribute to
Movement, he

.

comes an

"second

generation text on Church Growth strategies"

scholars before him who

states and

Hun

pioneered the Church Growth

develops six Church Growth principles geared to equip

pastors and other technicians in the field. At least two aspects of Hunter's work

9

have

special significance for this study.
First, the defined strategy that

nity Church

most

influenced the work at Harvest Commu

of God is Hunter's potent reminder that churches grow

out across social networks of credible

as

they reach

believers, especially their newest Christians.

Effectively using data and illustration,

the fourth

chapter of Tq Spread

the Power

explodes many of the myths commonly associated with interpersonal evangelism and
effectively erases the stereotype of who

and what

an

effective

cogent words have imprinted this study and resulted in
Christians who

are

serious about

work associates with the

A second
source

a

evangelist is.

congregation of believing

reaching their friends, relatives, neighbors and

Gospel of Jesus Christ.

strength of this work is its generous reference to

of valuable Church Growth information.

John

context of this dissertation is

and

to

Wesley as a

Though the intentions of the re

spective authors may have been admittedly different from the outset,

ences

Hunter's

so

far

as

the

concerned, Hunter's repeated and unapologetic refer

Wesley as supportive material give it a deeper sense of theological heritage

integrity as compared to Understanding Chiircll Growth by McGavran.
Following

Hunter in terms of impact

tablishing Harvest Community Church
research,

are

the works of the

Schaller. While

a

more, the volume

on

and

significance for the work of es

of God and the

doing and reporting

of this

widely known and well respected church analyst, Lyle

simple listing of Schaller's books might take an entire page or
of particular significance for this

study is his

1983 work entitled

Growing Elans Through the years Schaller's writings have demonstrated his fond.

10

ness

for lists. His works

are

typically laced with lists of principles or steps or obser

vations, all of which consistently contribute to his main thesis. Growing Hans in
cludes

an

entire

central issues,

velopment

chapter on new church development in which

answers

via

a

Schaller deals with

urgent questions, and encourages the work of new church de

series of lists

centering around the "why"

and "how" of church-

planting.
A discussion of Church Growth literature would not be

mention of Dr. Winfield Am,

president of the Institute for American Church

Growth. The Master's Plan for
son, Charles

Am, made

a

complete without

Making Disciples,

co-authored

seminal contribution to the

Though admittedly pragmatic in nature,

by Win

Am and his

subject of this dissertation.

the authors have done

an

effective job of

translating McGavran's concept of evangelization through social networks in to
program of relational

evangelism.

The Master's Plan for

the theme that the making of disciples of all nations
those in

our own

From

a

Making Disciples develops

begins by positively influencing

local "webs of influence" with the Good News of Jesus Christ.

Fundamentalist

viewpoint,

the work of Elmer Towns, Professor of

Systematic Theology at Lynchburg Baptist Seminary,
1 98 1

a

deserves consideration. His

volimie. The Complete Book of Church Growth stands
,

minder and restatement of the work of McGavran,
have gone before him. More

Oslting a Chuzch Slaitsd

directly related to

.

11

this

as an

important re

Wagner, Am and others who

study is his

1985 manual entitled

Elmer Towns is

foundations and

a

pragmatist.

He

seems

willing

but it is apparent from his

principles,

to

give cursory attention to

writing that his desire is to

equip pastors and lay leaders with the necessary tools for getting the job
ing the Kingdom of God
Towns'

done.

Getting a Church

Started is

a

of advanc

prime example of

passion for the practical. Describing six methods of church planting and cit

ing 84 steps to plant a church, his work proved helpful in inspiring the church-

planter to

translate the vital

principles and insights described by McGavran, Wag

ner, Hunter and others in to field programs

through which God can work to

save

the

lost and build His Church.
An
Church

important volume relating specifically to new church development is

Plantinjg at the End of Ihe Twentieth Century by Charles Chaney

the entire book

this

in

our

can

be found in all parts of the cities of America... do

cities... [and] is church

gelism in our cities?" (147).
ing that out of a
are

planting essentially related to

From this thesis

United States

will

new

church

12

numerous

new

churches

the task of effective

Out of those 135

readily admit that they

warrants continued

need

ab-eady has

evan

question, Chaney produces data indicat

are

135 million

some

million,

a

full 80 million

not Christians and will

place themselves in a group which Chaney terms the
Chaney,

we

population of 225 million people,

essentially unreached with the Gospel.

people in the U.S.

its

"Since America

335,000 churches... and since any windshield survey will reveal that

churches

While

rings with quality and academic integrity, of special significance for

study is the Appendix which deals with the question,

over

.

voluntarily

Outsiders. Sheer numbers, pos

development in the United

States.

Chaney continues by saying that due to
nation, increasing numbers of people
cal Protestant churches.

Citing

economic conditions, and
solution to the
new

ever

an

are

not

the

being reached by traditional evangeli

expanding diversity in ethnic background,

lifestyle preferences,

he demands that the most

socio

plausible

widening gap between church and society is the development of

congregations specifically focused to reach the neglected and unreached people

of the target

These data and

community.

this researcher and have
eration in this

insights have confumed the suspicions of

profoundly impacted the vitality

a

helpful book entitled Planting New Churches

What sets this book apart from others in its field is

spectives for Mission Pastors.
ment, it is

important to

properly prepared to

do

a

As

one

personal inventory to

determine whether or not

Similarly,

Redford's

as

community,

a

the church

commitment to prayer,

an

previously cited, neither does it pretend to

13

is

planting minis

the essential per

ability to

sense

the

compassion for all sorts of peo

begin to compare

ing may lie in its simplicity.

on

one

chapter provides an excellent digest

perspectives including a sense of calling,

and others. While this work does not

of others

chapter entitled Important Per

to return and refocus one's attention

spectives for continuing in the work.
of these essential

a

.

approaches a ministry in new church develop

do the work involved.

try evolves, it is important

needs of the

of the work under consid

study.

Jack Redford has written

ple,

growing cultural diversity in our

do

so.

to the scholastic power

Its value to church

plant

A manual

Church Growth

prepared for the Charles E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and

by

Robert

Logan and Jeff Rast should also be considered in this

view of related literature. The Church

which details

Elanling Workbook

the

primary asset of the new church,

in the target

community

nominational

ership,

and

for this

study.

profile.

as an

helpful

Its

a

this work presents the

and encourages the

assertive entrepreneur while

manual

church-planter

church-planter to

work

maintaining a low de

emphases on the centrality of prayer, strong pastoral lead

equipping lay people to

Finally,

a

organized, step-by-step, approach to planting a new church. Rang

an

ing in topics from devotion to demographics,
as

is

re

do the work of the

ministry

periodical published by the Charles E.

ism and Church Growth entitled The Pastor's

have been influential

Fuller Institute of Evangel

Updateproyed helpful in its discus

sions of the current issues in the Church Growth movement. Dedicated to

providing

practical insights to pastors for increased efficiency in outreach ministry, the
monthly newsletter has included articles such as "Seeing Your Church Through Visi
tors'

Eyes," by Carl George (November, 1990), "Maximizing the Harvest for the Fu

ture," by C. Peter Wagner (January, 1991), and "The Pastor's Personal Life," by Ar
chibald D. Hart

helpful ability to

(March, 1991).

The value of this

span the gap between

periodical resides primarily in its

important foundational theory and effective

methodology.
The literature here reviewed has worked

themes which

together to provide several clear

impact the work of evangelism and new church development and

14

which have informed this

study. The fu-st pivotal theme is that Church Growth is a

science. The works of McGavran,
moved the work of new church

Wagner, Hunter, Schaller and others have re

development from the ranks of mystery and enigma.

Insights based on observations of thousands of congregations in a variety
and subcultural

settings have brought about intelligent principles upon which

daily work and long range plans of a churchplanter can be based.

church-planters with

an

that their work is based

founded in the

This has

the

provided

ability to plan and forge ahead with confidence, knowing
on more

than just hunches and

gimmicks,

but is well

understandings of sociology and anthropology.

A second theme

tive

of cultural

clearly developed in the literature reviewed here is that effec

evangelism can be described as a combination of applied sociology and a deep

ening dependence upon
church-

the

While Church Growth is

Holy Spirit.

planters today to

can

bring about the regeneration

pentance of sin and belief in Jesus Christ
scientific aspects of Church Growth
climate for effective

science

be technicians in their fields, it does not

their ministries from the realm of the direct
God who

a

evangelism to

are

as

requiring
them

remove

workings of the Holy Spirit.

It is

only

of an individual soul in response to

re

Savior and Lord of one's life. While the

useful in

understanding how to

best create

occur, a balance must be maintained between in

telligent planning and sunple dependence upon God in the work of bringing lost
souls to Him and
A third

church

developing new congregations.

important theme as it relates to

the literature reviewed is that

new

development can be effectively carried out by a variety of personalities and
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or

a

can

successfully utilize a diversity of techniques. While prominent qualities of effec

tive

church-planters is developed within the literature,

is any
as

approach for establishing new churches today.

that there

This has

inspired

encouraged the church-planter along the way with the reminder that God uses

all sorts of different persons in
His

suggested

single profile of a perfect church-planter. Neither is a single scenario put forth

the most effective

and

it is not

a

variety of situations to accomplish the purposes of

Kingdom.
The field of Church Growth is

books and articles

on

the

subject.

currently overwhelmed by a proliferation of

More

specifically, there is a similarly growing

body of literature dealing with the various dimensions of church planting in North
America. One could devote

portant writings. Yet

a

professional lifetime to reading and digesting these im

at some

reading has been done to

point every practitioner must decide that enough

serve as a

foundation for

practical ministry.

pected that the reading of this researcher will continue for a lifetime,
gest provides

a

fair

While it is

ex

the above di

representation of the major sources and fields of thought which

have served well to inform this

study.
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CHAPTER 3
The
Harvest

tered

Study and

and

fully char

General Conference within five months

public worship service. This fact helped the new church draw the interest

of many denominational leaders. The
est of the

Setting

Community Church of God became a self supporting

congregation of the Churches of God,

of its first

Its

larger scope of this study recognizes the inter

parent denomination in the strategies and methods used

Community Church of God. Given this scope,

this third

to

Harvest

plant

chapter is devoted to

scribing the denominational and local context of the new church plant.

A

de

synopsis

of the

history

of the Churches of God, General Conference, will be

with

section

describing the background and current ethos of the denomination

a

terms of new church

development.

This

mediate local context in which the

conveyed along
in

chapter will conclude by describing the im
new

church

was

conceived and bom.

History
The movement which

ference, began when

(1797-1860)

became

a

today is known as the Churches of God,

General Con

German Reformed pastor named John Winebrenner

deeply involved in several of the grass roots reform movements

which marked the United States in the half century

prior to

the Civil War.

Driven

by commitments to specific causes such as the temperance and antislavery move
ments, Winebrenner also found himself protesting what he

perceived to be evidence

of apostasy in the German Reformed Church.
As

a

young man, Winebrenner entered Dickinson

Carlisle, Pennsylvania, with

a

view toward the ordained
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College (class of 1818)

ministry in the German

in
Re-

formed Church. While

studying at Dickinson,

he

was

tutelage of Dr. Samuel Hellfenstein in Philadelphia.
had at that time not yet established
trained its ministers

a

placed under the theological

The German Reformed Church

seminary in the United States and typically

by placing them in the care of experienced pastors.

torian Richard Kern discovered evidence that Winebrenner may have
converted under Helffenstein's

Church his

even

been

preaching:

Easter Sabbath, in the city of worshipers, that Jesus, the "Sun of
Righteousness" arose, and shone upon my soul, "with healing in his wings."
It

was on

happiest day of my life!... Jesus became the joy of my heart
and the centere [sic] of my affections. His people became lovely and precious
in my sight. His Word was my delight... Sin, that dreaded monster, became
more odious and hateful in my soul... I felt constrained to join with the "Spirit
and the bride," and say to all, Come, O, come to Jesus! (Kern 15).
Truly,

that

was

Winebrenner
Hellfenstein's
stein

came

the

was

strongly influenced by the revivalist flavor of Samuel

preaching which was characterized by evangelistic appeal.

by this commitment to

preaching a revival
When Charles

revival

quite naturally.

His

and Samuel's brothers, Albert and Jacob,

own

were

Hellfen

father died while
also revivalists.

Finney came to Philadelphia, he used Hellfenstein's pulpit as a

preaching center for several months.
In

1819, Winebrenner was called to pastor the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, cir

cuit of the German Reformed Church which consisted of four congregations. He

re

quested that he be permitted to complete his theological studies under Hellfenstein.
This

was

at the

on

agreed and Winebrenner was ordained by the German Reformed Church

synod of 1820 and preached his introductory sermon to the Harrisburg church

October 20, 1820.
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Trouble

phlet entitled,
Which Have

began for Winebrenner, however,

"The Truth made Known,

homespun version

open rebuke from the vestry of the

debate between pastor and vestry followed.
ices

on

as

pam

of the "95 Theses"

Harrisburg church.

Months of heated

Upon arriving to conduct Sunday serv

Harrisburg

gathered on the street that morning fol

lowed Winebrenner down to the banks of the
where he conducted the first

a

of Harrisburg,

March 30, 1825, Winebrenner found himself locked out of the

bethel. About half the crowd which had

known

published

A Fair and Correct Account of Facts,

Transpired in the German Reformed Congregation

Since the Fall of 1822." Winebrenner's

brought

or

in 1824 after he

Susquehanna River,

two blocks away,

morning worship service of what was later to

become

the Church of God.

The

synod of 1825 was the last attended by John Winebrenner.

mally dislodged as a pastor of the German Reformed Church

at the

During that three year interval Winebrenner had fully embraced the
ures" of the Revivalist Movement, had himself become known

as a

He

was

for

synod of 1828.
"New Meas

vigorous revival

ist, and had established a solid congregational following in Harrisburg.

By the early 1840's Winebrenner's ministry had multiplied sufficiently to
tablish dozens of local

congregations. Calling the movement "The Church

Winebrenner stated his commitment to biblical

es

of God,"

authority, a personal experience of

salvation, three ordinances (Believer's Baptism, The Lord's Supper, and The Wash

ing of the

Saint's

Feet),

vivalist Movement. His

and other

positions reflective of his involvement in the Re

theological positions were summed up in
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"27 Points"

pub-

lished in 1844. Winebrenner died in

Harrisburg on September 12,

sonal convictions about the German Reformed Church had
cant

1860. His per

given birth

to

a

signifi

dimension of revivalism in North America.

By the end of the Civil War the Church of God had become

which

arose

D.S. Warner,

a

split the movement.

speaking,

those who

what is

now

the

a

contro

preaching of one
was a

second

Holy Spirit or a lifelong process of spiritual formation. Simply
adopted the former posture formed what today is known

Church of God, Anderson
came

primarily to

dispute broke out over whether sanctification

doctrinal

definite work of the

Attributed

nationwide

in 1875,

phenomenon with member congregations in every state. Then,
versy

a

known

(Anderson, Indiana),

as

while those

as

the

adopting the latter be

the Churches of God, General Conference

(Findlay,

Ohio).
As the heartfelt convictions of a Grerman Reformed pastor grew to become
nationwide movement,

a

Winebrenner himself was

certain amount of organization became necessary.

opposed to

the autonomy of the local church, he
in order to

on a

strongly

of state

in

"elderships"

greater work together than could be accomplished singularly.

As the movement followed
was

permitted the organization

Though

organize the mass of congregations into a larger Christian society which

could carry

ship

denominationalism and believed

a

formed in 1836. The

a

natural

progression westward, the Ohio

Elder

proliferation of churches coupled with the difficulty in

transportation brought about a designation between the East Ohio Eldership
the West Ohio

Eldership for a short time.

The two bodies
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were

reunited into

and
one

Ohio

Eldership

ference

Eldership of the Churches of God, General Con

(then known as the Church of God in

and prosper

session

in 1875. The Ohio

through

into

America), continued to

the 1920's. The number of churches

typically ran between 60 and 65.

adversity

North

The Great

virtually every aspect of American life.

to close and merge with others.

reporting

at each annual

Depression, however, brought
Smaller rural churches

By 1945 there were only 45 churches listed

roster of the Ohio Conference and five of them

were

grow

began

on

the

reportedly either defunct or for

sale.
In 1975 the denomination

changed its name from the Church of God in

North America to the Churches of God, General

Conference,

to reflect its

global de

velopments in foreign mission fields in Haiti, India, and Pakistan. Following suit,
the Ohio

Eldership changed its name to

the Ohio Conference of the Churches of

God, General Conference. During the period between 1945 and 1975 the number of
churches

on

the roster and the

composite memberships of those congregations

the Ohio Conference continued to decline.

cluded

only

attempt

at

33 churches. Most of them

relocating, renaming,

occurred, there had

and

not been a new

ences

for

a

became

were

1987 the Ohio Conference roster in

rural, small, and declining. While

some

revitalizing a few existing congregations had

congregation successfully established anywhere

in the Ohio Conference in more than
in other state conferences. The

By

of

forty years.

A similar trend had also occurred

leadership of the denomination and local confer

increasingly concerned by this alarming trend. They became desperate

change in direction.
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Today,

the Churches of God, General Conference, is

churches in 16 local conferences with

a

total

comprised of 364

membership of over 35,000 people.

Concentrated mostly in the northeast and midwest

areas

of the United States mclud-

ing Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, smaller conferences also
ist in the southwest

ex

In addition to churches in the United

region of the country.

States, the Churches of God, General Conference, maintains foreign mission works
in

Haiti, India, Bangladesh, and Czechoslovakia. The central headquarters for the

denomination
conduct the

are

in

Findlay, Ohio,

where

a

staff of seven denominational executives

daily affairs of the denomination.

The Ohio Conference of the Churches of God, Gteneral Conference, itself is

currently made up of 3,628 members in

35

congregations (1991

Ohio Conference

Journal, Membership Composite Appendix). These numbers describe the Ohio
Conference
and West

as

the third

largest in the denomination following

the East

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania Conferences respectively. The Ohio Conference has recently

adopted a new organizational structure replacing seven

"commissions" with five

"councils" in the interest of more effective ministry

conference. In addition to

Harvest
two

Community Church of God,

more new

which

are

as a

the Ohio Conference is

currently sponsoring

churches, Sonlight Community and Pathway Community, both of

in the greater

Columbus, Ohio, region.
A New Era

The years of 1986 and 1987 witnessed the installation of two

both of whom

new

leaders,

proved influential to the work of establishing Harvest Community
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Church of God.

The ministries of these two

and the Ohio Conference offices

awakening

and

new

church

Pastor Conard Chambers

to

in both the General Conference

bring a revival of interest in spiritual

development among pastors and
hired in 1986

was

brought an outspoken zeal to
by

helped

men

see

souls

won

as

other church leaders.

Ohio Conference Administrator. He

to Christ and new churches established

the Ohio Conference. Pastor William Reist echoed similar commitments to

gelism and church planting as he first addressed the denomination as Gteneral

evan

Con

ference Administrator in 1987.
Moved

primarily by the zealous leadership of Chambers, a commitment was

made at the Annual Conference sessions of 1987 to establish
lin

County, Ohio,

Missions

Ohio,
and

was

area

new

at all costs. The

newly elected Commission

given the mandate to establish

by the next Conference session

church

a new

a new

in 1988.

development has grown since

on

church in Frank

Evangelism and

church in the greater Columbus,
This commitment to

1987. Not

evangelism

only was Harvest Commu

nity Church of God opened and chartered in 1987, but since then two additional
suburban Columbus churches have started.
In 1989 Reist led the Administrative Council of the Churches of God, Gen

eral Conference to

rection to the

begin a search for a qualified consultant to analyze and give di

ailing denomination. Separate discussions were held with Norman

Shawchuck and Robert

Logan. After some consideration Logan was retained.

gan studied the denomination's records and

explored other avenues of research

first addressed the denomination with his initial
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Lo

.

He

fmdings at meetings held in Findlay,

Ohio

on

September 17-19, 1990. Included in the December, 1990 issue of the de

nominational

magazine.

The Church Advocate, is

a

synopsis of his report:

Logan highlighted statistics about the denomination... Denominational
are old, with nearly half established before 1890. Of all churches,
nearly two-thirds declined in composite membership during the 1980's...Dr.
Logan diagnosed the denomination as a, 'denomination that is very seriously
ill.' He emphasized that unless the denomination will "make the difficult
decisions and challenge the status quo, you will have no future as a
denomination'. ..Dr. Logan stressed that the Churches of God must 'return to
the key values that shaped the denomination' including John Winebrenner's
strategy of beginning new worshipping groups and churches. Logan noted
that because the denomination has lost its mission of establishing
congregations, the church has been maintaining its operation rather
than making disciples (p 36).
churches

The state of denominational affairs into which Harvest
was

bom reflected

a

see a new

church

Conference and the Ohio Conference

successfully established.

were

Both the General

painfully aware of the decline in the

quantity and the quality of church life over the past
to

50 years. It

was

time for

a new

begin.
The

Thomas

Pauquette

was

ninth year of ministry when the

ing from Pennsylvania to

Experiment

pastoring his second full-time church and in his

phone rang with a request for him to

Ohio to

about this

possibility.

After

a

consider

plant a new church in the greater Columbus

Married and the father of five children, he talked and

month of prayer and consideration,

area.

they accepted

a

small group of Ohio Conference officials and

group members at

a

dinner meeting in Columbus
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com

prayed with his wife, Karen,

invitation to meet with
core

Church

declining body of conservative evangelical churches which

desperately needed to

era

Community

on

an

prospective

September 13,

1987. Later

that month Pastor
bus to lead the

Pauquette was extended an official invitation

new

Ordained in

Winebrenner

to

move

to Colum

work, which he accepted.

July of 1980 after receiving a

Master of Divinity

Theological Seminary in Findlay, Ohio,

Pastor

degree from

Pauquette moved into

ministry with a heart for evangelism. Pauquette had seen both the churches he pastored

Columbus

prior to coming to

The call to lead

mendous

a

nearly double in attendance and membership.

fresh work in Columbus with

a

as

the target

of nearly
as a

one

dozen

million

new

to

Westerville,

growing community of Westerville had

community through prayer and a consideration

demographics and growth dynamics.

many

Pauquette moved his family

northeast suburb of Columbus. The

been selected

area

high evangelistic profile had tre

appeal for him.

In November of 1987, at age 32,

Ohio,

a

Given

a

population of the greater Columbus

people, it was easy for the church-planter to

Churches of God

of its

envision

as

congregations established in the area in

as

many years. The selection of Westerville, which had been left up to the church

planter by the Ohio Conference, seemed to Pauquette to

be the

place of the

Lord's

choosing for penetrating the larger area.
Demographically,
suburban and

community of Westerville can best be described

rapidly growing.

being laid by Pauquette,
new

the

the

At the time the

as

groundwork for the new church was

community had just completed construction of a second

high school to accommodate the more than 4,000 high school students who

previously been served by one facility.

A school bond issue
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was

had

in process which has

since resulted in the construction of one

tary schools. Even

nity can be described
or

related

middle school and three

windshield survey of the Westerville

a

amount of residential and

assembly,

new

as

retail construction.

area

Vocationally,

new

revealed

elemen

large

a

the Westerville

commu

largely professional. There is essentially no manufacturing,

industry m or near the city of Westerville itself.

ity of residents are middle class Caucasians who

The vast

major

live in Westerville but work in

nearby Columbus in one of the management positions offered by the many corpo
rate offices

headquartered in

Columbus.

During November of 1987, Tom and Karen Pauquette traveled to

Los

Ange

les, California to attend a three day seminar sponsored by the Charles E. Fuller Insti
tute for

Evangdism and Church Growth entitled,

"How to Plant

a

Church." In ad

dition, the Pauquettes were able to visit several southern California churches for in
formation and

well of the
was to

inspiration. They were able to personally interview

Skyline Wesleyan Church in

learn

as

much

study, observation,

as

his vision for the

Diego.

Their

goal in going to California

possible about church growth and church planting through

and interviews.

Upon returning to Columbus,
of 1987 and 1988,

San

Dr. John Max

Pastor

Pauquette spent December and January

respectively, traveling to churches in the Ohio Conference to

new

work and to enlist prayer support and volunteers.

share

During

February and March of 1988, nearly 200 different volunteers traveled from as far
away

as

120 miles to

into the Westerville

help with the task of making more than 30,000 telephone calls

community

to

announce
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the arrival of the

new

church and to

help

search for prospects. Persons

rate

professionally prepared mailings describing the new church and inviting them to

receptive to

the

phone calls were sent five sepa

attend.
Harvest

service

on

Community Church of God held its fu-st Sunday morning worship

April 3,

1988. That service

60 of those in attendance

were

was

attended

by

158

people.

While

than

more

denominational officials and volunteers from other

churches, approximately 90 people from the Westerville community responded
vitations to attend

on

opening day. Today,

three and

a

half years later. Harvest

Conmiunity Church of God is a vital congregation of more than
the process of buying land and

time of this
tional

to in

150

people and is in

building its first worship and ministry facility.

writing Harvest Community has been instrumental in birthing two

At the

addi

congregations and is presently searching for a pastor to replace Tom Pau

quette who will personally lead the work of establishing

a

fourth

congregation in the

northwest suburb of Hilliard.
Harvest

Community Church of God stands as an example of what can be

accomplished when numbers of people become serious about what the Lord has
called them to do. A denomination and

memberships and
up to the

could

a

local conference, troubled

by declining

conspicuous absence of new congregations, opened themselves

leadership of the Holy Spirit. Institutionalism was set aside to

happen.

It

was an

planter was allowed to
room to

a

lead the work

experiment,

and

perhaps a risky one at that.

break free from traditionalism and
as

he

saw

fit.

was

see

what

The church

given authority and

Though direct lines of accountability were
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drawn and

appropriately maintained,

nation to clone
Has the

there

was no

effort

on

the part of the denomi

existing congregations.
experiment been successful?

Was the risk worth

taking?

Harvest

Community Church of God has been described by some as the most successful
church

planting endeavor in the recent history of the denomination.

least, it

must be said that Harvest

process.
new

It stands

as

the 34th

spawn

a

Community Church of God has survived

the birth

congregation of the Ohio Conference and the first

church in that conference in

helped to

At the very

nearly half a century.

The

success

in Ohio has

proliferation of new churches across the denomination.

Harvest

Community Church of God lives and breathes as a dynamic spiritual organ in the
Body of Christ.

This fact alone makes

establish Harvest

a

study of the strategies and methods used

Community Church of God highly worthwhile.
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to

CHAPTER 4
A

Description of the Strategies and Methods Used to
EstabUsh Harvest

Sound strategy and effective

Community Church of God

methodology are

crucial to the successful

ac

complishment of any complex task. Whether waging battle against an encroaching

military adversary or embarking on a new business venture, identifying useful strate
gies is pivotal

to a

predictable successful

outcome.

Launching a church planting

campaign is also dependent upon a carefully articulated strategy and well planned

methodology.

Good intentions and

sary, but without defined

reserves

of enthusiasm

are

admirable and

neces

strategies and sound methods the effort may not result in a

properly established congregation of believing Christians.
Harvest

fective

Community Church of God was launched using methods made ef

by a sound underlying strategy. This strategic foundation and resulting

methodology consisted of six essential building blocks including prayer, vision,

gressive outreach and assertive assimilation
koinonia.

The purpose of this

used to establish Harvest

,

celebrative

worship, lay ministry,

ag

and

chapter is to describe the strategies and methods

Community Church

of God.

An evaluation of these

strategies and methods will be discussed in the chapter which follows.
Prayer
The cornerstone in the

strategic foundation for establishing Harvest Commu

nity Church of God was prayer.

It

was

observed

by the church-planter that congre

gations which experienced a remarkable degree of growth and evangelistic accom

plishment were notably churches whose leaders modeled a strong commitment
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to

prayer. In the months

served the
cessful

prior to

the

opening of the new work,

church-planter as a call to

evangelistic

praying believers.

and church

a

deeper prayer life as it featured frequent

Recorded in Acts 1:14, for example, is the observation that,
in

prayer..." followed by the events of Acts 2

which culminated in the result that, "...about three thousand

ple who

day" (Acts 2:41).

Lord added to their number

states

And

peo

Only five verses later we read that, "...the

daUy those who

were

being saved."

Acts 4:23ff records

leading a prayer meeting upon their release from prison.

were

all filled with the

Verse 31

Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God boldly."

evangelistic impact did this have?

read, "...more and more men and

women

One need

only

continue to Acts 5:14 to

believed in the Lord and

their number." The Book of Acts is, among other things,
ter

as a

that, "...after they had prayed the place where they were meeting was shaken.

they

What

added to their

were

Acts 2:42 described the first century Church

cfewtec/ themselves to prayer.

Peter and John

suc

planting efforts consistently supported by a corps of

"...they all joined together constantly

nmnber that

the Book of Acts

a

were

added to

call to prayer and of ut

dependence upon the Holy Spirit for fruitful evangelistic endeavor.
In addition to the witness of Scripture, the

history of the Church gives further

evidence that God blesses that which is committed to Him in prayer. Luther, Calvin,

Zwingli and other reformers were all known to
Jonathan Edwards, and Charles

be

men

of prayer. John

Wesley,

Finney brought great revival to the Church by di

recting their ministries and preparing their messages on their knees. John Winebren
ner, the

founder of the Churches of God, General Conference from which Harvest
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Community Church of God

was

bom, summed up his theological positions in

twenty-seven points published in 1844. Speaking of the Church, point number 14
reads in part "She believes that.. .the

ought

to be

God"

(Kem 50).

offering up of prayers are ordained of God

regularly and devoutly observed by all the people of the churches of

Current literature in Church Growth abounds with references to the
tance of prayer

cessful

new

as a

church

experienced notable advances in reaching the people of
largest church,

member mark and is expected to lead
the year 2000. When asked

a

church

Cho has broken the 500,000

membership

of over

one

a

have power in prayer if we

this
are

Commitment to prayer

description with confidence by saying,

willing to
as a

pay the

as

as a

"We

unique
can

well.

C. Peter

planting can be

Wagner and Carl

George of the Charles E. Fuller Institute for Evangelism and Church Growth

they

importance of prayer in the

and others teach

as a

team.

"How to Plant

Additionally,

Charles

a

each

Church" seminar

Chaney,

Dean of

Courts Redford School of Theology and Church Vocations at Southwest
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all

price"(28).

foundational strategy for church

found in technical church extension literature

which

by

great church, Cho responded simply and without

hesitation, "I pray, and I obey" (47). Cho has been described by some

responds to

million

by Larry Lea, pastor of Church on the Rock in Rock

wall, Texas, how he built such

address the central

suc

development. Paul Yonggi Cho, pastor of the Full Gospel

that country. Pastor of the world's

He

impor

part of a strategic foundation for effective evangelism and

Church in Seoul, Korea has

exception.

and

Baptist

University wrote in his book, Church Planting at Ihe End of the Twentieth Century.
"New churches will
to

never

be

planted until those charged with gathering them learn

appropriate the power available through the Holy Spirit"(34).
Jack Redford wrote in

Planting New Churches.

Prayer is an essential ingredient in the mission pastor's life. Without it,
he will lose his spiritual strength. Spiritual life needs constant refreshing

through constant contact with God (1 16).
The cornerstone in the

strategic foundation for establishing Harvest Commu

nity Church of God has been prayer.

Several

practices and methods resulted from

this central commitment to prayer. Influenced

by Larry Lea's book.

Could You Not

Tarry One Hour?, the church-planter himself began rising early for devotional wor

ship and at least
7:00 A.M.

was

one

set

hour of intercessory prayer each

as an

inviolable

the

period of 5:30 to

church-planter began observing

day each week committed ahnost exclusively to

weekly "Sabbath" day was a time of praying to
The second

The

appointment with the Lord. Influenced also by

Eugene Peterson's book. Working Ihe Angles,
one

day.

and

prayer and meditation. This

hearing from the Lord.

practical outcome of the commitment to

prayer involved the

listment of more than 500 individual Prayer Partners to pray for the
new

church.

Traveling to more than 20 churches, Pauquette shared

2000" vision for
receive

a

reaching the greater Columbus

and

of the

the "3000 for

developed a mailing list

to

monthly Prayer Report {rom him.

The third method
core

area

success

en

group

involving prayer included an emphasis on prayer in the

meetings of the new church. Exactly how this core group was assembled
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will be addressed later. Once
to become

in

they

acquainted, however,

January of 1988,

a core

were

the prayer

Beginning

Presbyterian Church

teaching and prayer.

outgrowth of prayer as a fundamental strategy involved the gather

ing of individuals to

and

them.

(including the church-planter and his

fu-st in the Westerville First

then later in rented office space, for

each

challenge was issued to

group of 14 adults

wife) met each Sunday evening,

A fourth

brought together and given an opportunity

pray for the

worship

services just moments before

they began

Sunday morning. Starting with opening Sunday, April 3, 1988, interested men

women

gathered in a remote comer of the rented facility and joined hands and

prayed fervently that the ensuing service would be empowered by the Holy Spirit
and

bring glory to

the Father. After

a

few moments of prayer for the service, the

church-planter knelt in the center of the circle and each week enjoyed the laying on
of hands
the

as

the

people prayed specifically for him as a servant of and spokesman for

Living God.
A fifth

pragmatic outgrowth of this commitment to prayer was the initiation

of prayer meetings

during the week.

Six weeks after the

nounced that prayer meetings would be held each

opening service it was an

Wednesday moming and evening

at 6:00 A.M. and 7:00

P.M., respectively. The weeks and months that followed

found from two to 25

people arriving at each of these services to pray for the

church, the community, the world, and each other. A weekly Prayer Report wdts

printed and distributed to

those in attendance

of intercession could have

a

so

that those interested in the ministry

specific focus for their prayers.
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A sixth and final method

coming firom the centrality of prayer at Harvest

Community Church of God involved the preaching ministry. Messages were shared
at least

monthly that dealt with the primacy of prayer and the powerful

daily living available to

the

congregation through prayer.

Church of God became known
mitment to prayer
grams

as a

Harvest

resources

for

Corrmiunity

early in its ministry as a "praying church."

The

com

foundational strategy and the resultant methods and pro

placed an obvious birthmark on the prenatal and infant congregation.
Vision
A second

dynamic which informed the strategic underpinnings of Harvest

Community Church of God

was

vision.

According to

Dale

Galloway, pastor of the

4,000 member New Hope Community Church in Portland, Oregon, "A vision is.. .the

God-given gift to

see

those

things which are not as becoming reality... vision is seeing

it

long before it is" (29).

Proverbs 29:18 says, "Without

A

corollary might be stated that with a vision the people prosper! People who

a

vision the

people perish."
are

gripped by a sense of vision and eternal purpose are capable of accomplishing great
things. Establishing a new church presents a sturdy challenge.

planter and the people need to
the

challenge is to
Prior to

believe that

they

are

involved in

Both the church
a

worthwhile vision if

be met.

coming to Westerville to plant Harvest Community Church of God,

Pauquette experienced the birth

of a vision in his

own

life. In 1986, while

learning to

spend more and more time in prayer while pastoring a pleasant and growing congre

gation in Pennsylvania,

he became dissatisfied with what he
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perceived to be a lack

of

challenge in his ministry and asked
prayer God
and

impressed the phrase "3000

inquiry, Pauquette

to reach

God for

greater sense of vision. Through

for 2000" upon him.

sensed that God wanted to

3,000 people for Christ by the year 2000.

pose the vision of "3000 for 2000" upon the
was

a

his

use

ministry in various

Following a year of trying

ways
to im

Pennsylvania congregation, Pauquette

prompted to bring that vision to Columbus, Ohio,

make

Upon further prayer

to open a

new

church and

plans to lead a network church planting effort in order to move toward reach

ing that goal.
Even before its fu^st

thrust behind the
sense

church.

was

developed.

"3000 for 2000" became

This commitment to

of calling from the Lord resulted is several

vision

the

new

public worship service,

a

a

driving

clearly defined vision and

practical consequences. First,

the

Convinced of having heard the call to reach "3000 for 2000",

church-planter needed

terpreting, understanding,
understood that the 3000

to

develop and articulate that vision. Time was spent in

and

planning for the realization of that vision.

people to

be reached

were

not

expected to

form

It became
a

single

congregation. Convinced that new church development was the most effective form
of evangelism in America

today,

the

church-planter envisioned being instrumental in

establishing as many as a dozen or more new congregations among the one million
resident

population of the greater Columbus region.

could be established, the job of reaching 3000
Christ didn't

seem so

overwhehning.
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If 12 to 15

new

congregations

people with the Good News of Jesus

Second, the vision
order to reach 3000
forts of many
500

people.

communicated. The

church-planter realized that in

12 years, he would have to engage the

people in

He spent much time

was

engraved

on

to members of the new

congregation.

core

eventually became understood

and

more

group

than

mem

The "3000 for 2000" slo

stationary, heralded on banners, talked about

newsletter articles, and

cooperative ef

communicating the vision to

Prayer Partners, denominational officials and fellow pastors,

bers, and eventually
gan

was

in

sermons

and

accepted by many people

engaged in or supportive of the evangelistic work of Harvest Community Church

of

God.

Third, the vision was discussed. Care was taken by the church-planter not
coerce

people into accepting the vision.

conversations about what it meant to be

Time

was

made for group and individual

guided by such a specific call. Questions

concerning even the validity of such a vision.

were

allowed and discussed

soon

learned that not everyone

was

willing

be proven. His

cases

work

was

from heaven. The

credibility had to be established.

viduals who had reservations about the vision
their reluctance and in many

It

to line up behind an enthusiastic leader

simply because he or she believed they had received a prompting
integrity of the leader had to

to

were

Indi

given opportunity to express

through them and even become ardent sup

porters.

Finally,

the vision

was

shared. The fourth

practical outcome of the vision-

casting process resulted in an overall sense of shared purpose. Though not everyone
who considered the vision became

supportive, most did.
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Out of the 14 adults who

comprised the core

group, for example, ten became enthusiastic supporters of "3000

for 2000", two gave nominal assent to it, and two left the group. The overall result
was a

company of committed adults who had taken time to process the vision for

themselves and

began living sacrificially for it.
Aggressive Outreach

A third vital element of the

munity Church of God
similation. It

vigorously

was

and

strategic foundation used to

commitment to

new

church would be

systematically publicized throughout the target community and that
new

church would be

assertively pursued for assimilation into

congregation.
The Bible says in Luke 19:10 that Jesus Christ

that which

was

lost." That sounds deliberate and

the Church is indeed the

came

to, "...seek and to

aggressive.

Body of Christ in the world today,

gressive and intentional in finding those who

outside the

It

was

save

felt that since

it should be

equally ag

Kingdom of God

and

Aggressive outreach and assertive assimilation became basic strategy at

Har

helping them in all ways possible to

vest

open Harvest Com

aggressive outreach and assertive as

decided beforehand that the arrival of the

those who visited the
the

was a

and Assertive Assimilation

Community Church of God.

being a method to

act out. It

was

are

find their way in.

It

was more

basic and fundamental than

principally strategic. Lyle

simply

Schaller addressed this

point in Growing Plans:
question that must be asked... before it will be possible [for a
church] to develop and effective outreach strategy is simply. What business
are you in? (55-56).

The central
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Schaller contends that there is

outreach programs

as

a

fundamental difference between executing

simply part of the congregation's overall ministry

in the outreach business. This difference affects
tional life from its

worship style to

its

building plans.

be in the outreach business lives under
and decision to be viewed in
sic commitment to
Harvest

Harvest

ice to

aggressive outreach

Community Church

a core

group

was

day moming worship service

continuing scrutiny which calls every plan
"

Does this

properly reflect

he

ba

the vision of

nearly every dimension of methodology cho

was

committed from its first

public worship serv

From this basic commitment several

practical

cultivated. Before the

the

new

church-planter worked

church held its first Sun

to

develop a core group.
in the Columbus

began by researching the names of anyone living in the area who may

a

prior connection with the denomination.

persons each of whom

sonal visit. Pauquette
This

our

and assertive assimilation?"

Being the first work of the Churches of God, General Conference,

have had

of congrega

developed.

First,

region,

being

A church that declares itself to

Community Church of God was bom in response to

being in the outreach business.

methods

a

light of the question,

"3000 for 2000." This vision flavored
sen.

nearly every aspect

and

pursuit led

was

a

list of 28

by the church-planter via phone, letter,

or

per

aggressively pursued their participation in the new church.

to the enlistment of nine individuals who became

group, six of whom remain

Church of God

contacted

This research led to

a

central part of the

today.
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part of the core

leadership of Harvest Community

In addition to

developing and pursuing the list of previous affiliates with

the

denomination, the church-planter also pursued other contacts made in the commu

nity, raising the size of the initial core group
the

new

congregation.

This

core

group

to 14 adults. This formed the nucleus of

began meeting together on Sunday evenings

in rented facilities for the purpose of prayer,

vision-casting, planning,

They met together each Sunday evening for three months prior to

and

the first

fellowship.
public

worship service.
The second method
outreach
means

was

the

use

resulting from the strategic commitment to aggressive

of The Phone's for You telemarketing

of announcing the arrival of the

inviting interested individuals to
Phone's for You program,
E. Fuller Institute for
tacts

church and

as a

vehicle for

upcoming opening worship

fmding

and

service. The

developed by Norm Whan and promoted by the Charles

Evangelism and Church Growth,

relies

on

thousands of con

being made in the target community via telephone with professionally prepared

follow-up mailings sent to
new

the

new

campaign as the primary

persons who express interest in

hearing more about the

church.

During December of 1987,

an

office

was

rented for the purpose of establish

ing a community presence and having a place of operations for the telemarketing
program.

During January of 1988, arrangements were made to install twelve phone

lines into the office
street address was

facility.

A

found and

telephone directory which listed city residents by

purchased.

This enabled the

church-planter to target

specific areas of the city and focus the telemarketing campaign on those households.
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During the entire month of February and the first
more

than 30,000

Westerville
who

came

phone calls were made from the rented office facility in to the
A

conmiunity.

to the office to

script,

week

evening and

campaign,

"word-track",

or

place the calls.

training and began calling by 6:30.
8:30 each

week of March in 1988,

188 volunteers

on

came

prepared for the volunteers

The callers arrived each

All of the

10:00 to 12:00

was

evening

calling was done between

at 6:00 for

6:30 and

Saturday mornings. By the end of the five-

from the

core

congregations in Ohio during the calling period to

group and 20 Churches of God

assist with the

project.

By the conclusion of the calling period, it was noted that 30,659 calls had
been

placed, 17,322 households had been spoken with,

holds had

expressed

an

interest in

and 2,562 of those house

receiving more information about the new church.

Mailings were professionally developed and sent to

all interested households

the four weeks that remained between the conclusion of the

lic

worship service.

The

Li/ef"a.nd introduced
new

calling and the first pub

mailings all centered around the theme

recipients to

the

church-planter and

"Get More Out of

programs

planned

for the

church, and invited them to attend.
A third method

resulting directly

from

a

strategic commitment to aggressive

outreach and assertive assimilation involved the way visitors
care was

first

over

taken to

help visitors feel

as

welcomed and

as

were

comfortable

worship service of Harvest Community Church of God was

rium of the Westerville South

treated. Much
as

possible.

The

held in the audito

High School. Professionally printed signs were placed

conspicuously at the front of the school with additional parking and directional
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signs placed in key locations in an effort to
tors as to where the service

the

lobby

of the

was

erase

any doubt in the minds of the visi

Once inside

actually being held in the large complex.

high school, visitors were greeted by core group members and ush

ered to the auditorium. A clearly marked "Book and Information Table"

just inside the front door the contents of which clearly identified

the

new

was

church

biblically based congregation from the conservative-evangelical tradition.
of professionally

of charge in

an

printed books and pamphlets were made available to

effort to

greeters at the front door,

were

worship service.

a

signs,

visitors free

style,

and

philosophy

of ministry

the Book and Information Table, and cheerful

children's

ministry was offered to

Parents with children

invited to allow their children to

ents were

variety

Community Church of God.

In addition to outdoor

with the

A

as a

help them have whatever information they may have needed

in order to understand more about the doctrines,

of Harvest

placed

carefully introduced to

run

simultaneously

aged infant through

the third

grade

participate in this age-graded ministry.

the teachers of the various classes and

Par

were encour

aged to stay a few moments to help themselves and their children become comfort
able with the class. In each of those classes

and lots of fun

was

administered

a

simple format of a Bible lesson,

a

craft,

by the teachers.

Upon arrival in the auditorium where the worship service was held, visitors
were

greeted by another pair of cheerful greeters who introduced themselves,

vided them with

folder

was

a

worship folder,

and

helped them to

attractively made and contained
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a

their seats. The

pro

worship

printed welcome from the church-

planter,

hymns

order of worship, announcements about church programs, inserts of the

and songs to be sung

during the service,

of instrumental and vocal music

was

and other

pertinent items.

A

variety

played and sung each Sunday beginning

20

minutes before the start of each service.
The fu^t

promptly at

worship service of Harvest Community Church of God began

10:00 AM

munity visitors with
I'd like to be your

the

April 3,

1988. The

church-planter welcomed

the 90

com

greeting, "Good moming, my name is Tom Pauquette and

pastor."

cians and others who
Can Make

on

He then led the

worship service, introduced guest musi

participated in the service, preached a message entitled,

"God

Something from Nothing", and invited people to consider entering in to

personal relationship with
in attendance that

Jesus Christ. More than 25 of the 90

community

day indicated a desire to receive Jesus Christ as

a

visitors

Lord and Savior

of their lives.
At the conclusion of the

cafeteria to

worship service,

visitors

were

invited to the

adjacent

participate in a time of friendship and refreshments. Approximately 70

people accepted the invitation that furst Sunday. During that time the church
planter and core group members
tors. Care was taken to be

who had attended the

were

busy becoming acquainted with the new visi

friendly and sensitive toward eFCijcommunity visitor

opening worship service of Harvest Community Church of

God.
A fourth method

reflecting a commitment to aggressive outreach and

tive assimilation of new visitors involved the
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weekly use of the

asser

"Welcome Card." In-

eluded in each
their names,
was

person

Sunday.

worship folder was a card giving opportunity for visitors to register

addresses, and other pertinent information about themselves. Every

encouraged to

fill this card out and

On the very afternoon

following each service,

contacting each visitor by phone to
try

as a

a

the

offering plate each

church-planter spent time

welcome them to the church and offer his minis

further welcome and

Wednesday evenings,

ered "Welcome Packets"

its programs to each
the

the

pastor. On the Monday following, personal letters were mailed to each visit

ing family with
On

place it in

core

group

an

invitation to return the

following Sunday.

members, traveling in pairs, personally deliv

including more detailed information about the church and

visiting household.

church-planter endeavored

On

Saturday afternoon of the first week,

to make another contact

by phone to field questions

the visitors may have and to invite them to return to the services the

following day.

A fifth method of aggressive outreach and assertive assimilation involved the
use

of commitment cards. The

nues

for making

call", developed
The card

confession of faith other than

a

a

church-planter, wanting to explore alternative ave

small card that

was

their

own

receiving

Christ that day,

given for them to

whether there

weekly worship folder.

gave service attenders

In addition to

indicate whether

Christ in to their lives, whether
or

the traditional "altar

opportunity to com

they made or desired help in making concerning

relationships with Jesus Christ.

name, room was

about

also mcluded in the

simply entitled, "My Decision",

municate to the pastor any decision

responding to

was some
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providing space for their

they wanted more information

they had made a decision to

receive

other need in their life with which

they

were

struggling. As the first several weeks progressed,

posited

in

these cards

began being de

clearly marked boxes placed near the exit doors with increasing regularity.

Upon receiving
left cards and

any such cards, the

church-planter telephoned

individuals who had

arranged a personal appointment with them as soon

effectiveness of this method

as an

as

possible.

The

evangelistic tool will be discussed in the following

chapter.
A sixth and final identified method

arising from a strategic commitment to

aggressive outreach and assertive assimilation involved the continued contact with
families

on

the

mailing list who

had not yet visited Harvest

Community Church.

Out of the 2,562 households who had indicated interest in the
the

telephone campaign,
This left the

day.

church-planter with

who had indicated
an

an

invitation to visit.

time

was

37 households

an

during

immediate prospect list of 2,525 families

interest in the church but had not yet

responded favorably

to

During the months that followed the opening of the church,

new

members of the church,

was

to continue

core

group members, and

phoning people on that list.

even

The purpose of the calls

regular contact with them and to continue to

new

church

actually visited the church on opening Sun

spent by the church-planter and his wife,

tion to visit the

new

offer

an

open invita

church.
Celebrative

Worship

A fourth strategy fundamental to the establishment of Harvest
Church of God involved the

bration and participation

style and design of worship

was

strived toward every
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services. A

Sunday moming.

Community

spirit of cele
In

addition,

services

tling to

were

scrutinized for

language or action that might

the unchurched. An

early commitment was made to

and sensitive to unbelievers in the

Community Church

be

or

unset

positive, uplifting,

Sunday moming worship ministry of Harvest

of God.

Being part of a "non-liturgical"

denomination gave Harvest

Church of God the freedom to be flexible in

ship

be unfamiliar

services. No order of worship is

Community

planning and conducting weekly wor

prescribed by the denomination.

Churches of God, General Conference

Nor do

congregations typically use the Common

Lectionary or follow the liturgical calendar closely. Autonomy of the local church
has been

a

strong feature of the denomination since its beginnings in the early

1800's. This

sense

of autonomy has created

creativity can exist and contribute to

a

an

environment where

flexibility and

worship style that best suits the nature and

personality of individual congregations within the denomination.
Psahn 29: 1,2 reads:

Ascribe to the Lord, O mighty ones, ascribe to the Lord
Ascribe to the Lord the

glory due

His name;

glory and strength.
worship the Lord in the splendor

of His holiness.

This bibUcal mandate for
This call to "ascribe to the Lord

Saxon root of the word

worship rings tme with the theme of celebration.

glory and strength" properly reflects the Anglo-

"worship", meaning "to

ascribe worth." The corporate

ship of a local body of believers should be carefully planned to
and

wor

reflect this mandate,

thematically integrated in such a way that all the elements of the service contrib

ute to

giving glory to

God in

a

celebrative and
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uplifting style.

In addition to

the active

being positive

and

participation of those who gather for the service.

Robert

Logan, church

planter and consultant, co-authored with Jeff Rast a helpful volume entitled
Church

Planting Workbook. Speaking on the nature of worship

tion,

read:

we

invite

uplifting, worship services should also

in

a new

the

congrega

...think

participation! Worship is not a spectator sport. Everyone must
be involved! If not leading, then believers must be positively drawn into
song, prayer, reading the Word, clapping, meditation, etc. (61).
Fundamental to the strategy of Harvest
commitment to celebrative
to

worship.

Community Church of God was a

Inasmuch

as

the

church-planter's desire

target unchurched persons between the ages of 25 and 45 years old,

participatory,
mean a

tory,

and seeker-sensitive

a

celebrative,

worship style was adopted. By celebrative,

we mean

that

worship services were designed to

repetitive choruses,

and

through

of the service and the message
services

were

nent of the

invite attenders to become per

These three

some

some

form of suggested response to the theme

spoken. By seeker-sensitive,

we mean

that

worship

developed with the unchurched person in mind and that every compo

Sunday moming experience was scmtinized with the question, "What

would this look

the

we

spirit of optimism and joy became the theme of every service. By participa

sonally involved through the clapping of hands, the singing of familiar and
times

was

or

feel like to

a

person who had

never

been to church before?"

subcategories of this strategy resulted in several practical outgrowths in

development of a worship style.
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pragmatic result of this strategic commitment

The first

lected for the

While there is

worship services.

within the life of the Church for
from

our

singing many of the traditional hymns and songs
was

dynamic should prevail in the new church setting.

choruses written after 1980. The

a

a

majority

of God

hope was that these songs would be new

effectively with the target audience.

opening Sunday, for example,

a

grand piano and

a

congregational and solo singing for that day.

keyboard synthesizer was added.
a

Since that time, the

spoken during the worship
worship

services

were

also

sages and announcements

were

such words

as

"fellowship"

or

In

used

In

rare cases

"evangelism,"

quately defme such words ui their appropriate context.
or

well.

participatory,

was

readability.

as

and

exclusively as

addition,

mes

scrutinized to be certain that words known primarily

experienced church attenders would not be used.

again"

team has

given careful consid

services celebrative,

translation that seemed to combine accuracy with

"bom

On the second Sun

worship

seeker-sensitive. The New International Version of the Bible

use

guitar were used to

variety of brass, woodwind, and percussion instruments

eration in the interest of making the

necessary to

and fresh

the

The words

to

songs and

were

variety of instruments were also employed to lead and accompany

grown to include

a

of the songs

mu

accompany the

day,

The vast

contemporary

a more

In addition to the

and would communicate

music. On

felt that

early months of Harvest Community Church

sic selected,

se

certainly an appropriate context

great heritage of Christian hymnody, it

sung in the

involved the music

where it became

care was

Words and

taken to ade

phrases such as

"sanctification", while often familiar to experienced Christians,
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were

rephrased

for the sake of effectively

communicating to

the unchurched. Litanies and

responsive readings were not used at all.
A third

practical outgrowth of the commitment

to

an

appropriate worship

style involved the surroundings in which the worship service was held. Keeping in
mind that all the

belongings of the church

Sunday and packed in to

a

six

had to be set up and torn down every

by fourteen foot trailer between services, care was

taken to streamline this process. A three- section modular platform

and

carpeted.

A small lectern

was

built with

tached to the front of the communion table

a

was

constructed
At

matching communion table.

was a

small oak

traditional Christian

symbol used in the early worship

nity Church of God.

The

platform area was also

cross.

This

was

the

only

services of Harvest Commu

dressed with

a

variety of plants and

flowers, both fresh and artificial.
In addition to

care was

rium.

an

interest in the visual appeal of the worship surroundings,

lighting and public address systems within the audito

taken to address the

Stage lights were appropriately

areas on

the

platform.

House

significant items and

lights were set at a moderate level to avoid being too

bright and impersonal on one hand,
Yamaha powered mixer with

directed to illuminate the

or too

low and

dreary on the other.

A

quality

matching speakers and high quality microphones were

employed to bring maximum clarity to the audio presentation of the services.
Finally, the issue of attire of the pastor and other worship leaders was ad
dressed. While Harvest Community Church of God

was

determined from the

begin

ning to be a casual and inviting congregation, it was felt that ministering in the midst
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of a professional
dress code

ship

on

was

community required

adopted by all who

a

professional

served in visible

appearance. A business

style

positions of worship and leader

Sunday mornings.
Lay Ministry

A fifth strategy used to establish Harvest

tered around the

scriptural mandate

Community

Church of God

cen

of "equipping the saints for the work of the

ministry" (Ephesians 4:12). Knowing that the work of reaching 3,000 people for
Christ

by the year 2000 would necessarily involve the orchestration of hundreds of

equipped and dedicated lay persons, a commitment to
ers"

was

articulated and included

Frank

as

"the

priesthood of all believ

part of the basic strategy for the

new

church.

Tillapaugh, pastor of Bear Valley Baptist Church in Denver,

Colo

rado, and author of the book Unleashing the Church, has become known for his
commitment to the
Denver

development

of lay

ministry.

Not

only has Tillapaugh led the

congregation to outstanding growth in attendance against many sociological
he has also become

international influence

the

odds in the

city,

of dynamic

lay ministries in local churches around the world. Tillapaugh's thesis can

be summed up

other
is

a

by his own words,

"the

people's needs in Jesus' name,

mark of a
A fifth

an

on

development

[vital] dynamic is Spirit-filled people meeting

wherever they are"

healthy church and crucial

(138).

A well mobilized

laity

to the success of a church start.

important feature of the strategy used to establish

nity Church of God reflected a commitment to

the

"priesthood of all believers."

church-planter had learned from study and experience
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Harvest Commu

that the

ministry of the

The

church

belonged to

the

laity and that they would

and directed for effective outreach and
commitment to

ministry.

need to be

The

appropriately equipped

practical outgrowth of this

lay ministry resulted in a seminar open to

all interested persons enti

tled, "Congratulations, You're Gifted!" Developed and led by the church-planter,
the two hour seminar,

pants

to the biblical

typically offered on a Saturday moming,

concept of spiritual gifts and offered

a

introduced

partici

Modified Houts Inven

tory for them to take in order to help them determine more specifically what their

gift or gifts may be.

This seminar

viduals to become involved in

experience then served as a springboard for indi

important ministry. Examples of ministries which de

veloped early in the life of the new church included the Hospitality Team,

Outreach

Team, Worship Team, Leadership Team, Shepherds, and Children's Church. Indi
viduals

showing appropriate giftedness and maturity

guided in these and other important ministries.

were

specifically trained and

Within the first six months, 52 adults

participated in the seminar, most of whom became meaningfully engaged in personal
ministries at Harvest

Community Church of God.
Koinonia

At the

primary root of the Greek word "koinonia" is the concept

lives. Sometimes

superficially defmed as "fellowship",

of shared

koinonia describes

a

depth

of

community and relationship that mns much deeper than interpersonal associations
commonly found outside immediate fanuly.
ment of Harvest

A sixth strategy basic to the establish

Community Church of God involved a commitment to koinonia.
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In Acts 2:42-47 the Bible describes the

Eariy Church

in this way:

They devoted themselves to the apostles teaching and to the fellowship...
All the believers were together and had everything in common. Selling their
possessions and goods, they gave to anyone as he had need. Every day
they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in
their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and
enjoying the favor of all the people.

Though the Church

had

only

a

the small group and "koinonia"
the

few

verses

before this passage grown to thousands,

dynamic remained a vital feature of Christian life in

Early Church.
Dale

Galloway, pastor of New Hope Community Church in Portland, Ore

gon, and author of 20/20 Vision, is committed to the
egy for maintaining koinonia in his

personal

needs for

served that

of small groups

rapidly growing congregation.

In small groups individual attention

challenges,

Since Harvest

as a

and

a sense

of mutual

Community Church

movement to reach a

can

be

occur

was

ob

in small groups

they

given to specific questions

accountability is fostered in a healthy

of God

strat

In addition to the

belonging that are met in small groups. Galloway has also

evangelism and discipleship are more likely to

are en masse.

and

use

bom from

a

way.

vision to be part of a

large number of people in a relatively short period of time.

Galloway's comments on small groups become unportant:
[small group] ministry there is no limit to how large the church
can become. The establishment, growth and multiplication of groups in
a church mean that barriers are broken. Those things restricting growth
are done away. There are no more limits and restrictions placed on people,
but they are unleashed and released to go and win and make disciples (140).
With the
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With the

"megachurch"

growing emphasis on numerical growth and

in the western

hemisphere,

care

must be taken to see that koinonia is

preserved in the Church and that the importance
lost in

of faces

a sea

gathered for worship

on

the arrival of the

and identities of individuals

Sunday mornings.

not

are

Harvest Commu

nity Church of God included a commitment to nurturing koinonia as a vital element
in its overall strategy for outreach and

tains that church life
and cell.
curs

happens on

congregational life.

congregation,

is that dimension of worship which

Cell life represents the face-

relationships developed in small groups of typically no more than

number. It is in cell life that koinonia is
Can Grow.

experienced

and maintained

15

or

20 in

(Your Church

111-126).

By the time
dance had

oc

people or more. Congregation includes the relationships and

ministry which occur at numbers between 40 and 200.
to-face

Wagner main

three identifiable levels: celebration,

According to Wagner, celebration

at numbers of 200

C. Peter

Harvest

Community Church of God was six weeks old, the atten

consistently established itself in the 70's.
than 50

Out of the 70

adults. It became clear to the

people

in atten

church-planter that with

50

dance,

more

adults

consistently in attendance, congregational life was occurring and that it was

time to establish
As the

a

were

way for koinonia to be fostered and maintained

church-planter prayed privately about this matter,

couple in

the church who asked if it would be

study and fellowship group in their home.
work out the details of such

a

he

was

through cell life.

approached by

possible for them to begin a

As the pastor met with the

program, mterest
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was

a

Bible

couple to

cultivated among the member-

ship of the new church via announcements and personal invitations.

only four months after the opening service of the new church,
tended the first

meeting of the

"Care-Chain"

Church of God. Within four months of that
to four

Link

separate groups (each called

was

led and cared for

Link Leader and

herds

were soon

a

second

"Link"), comprised of 12-15

serving as the
a

Community

the Care-Chain

by a team of trained lay persons,

organized in to

staff. The staff enjoys

a

meeting,

Link

one

ministry

the church

grew

adults each. Each

designated as the

Link Leaders and

Shepherd.

ministry known to

July of 1988,

seventeen adults at

of Harvest

ministry

In

as

Shep

the Care-Chain

monthly meetings and periodic retreats to ensure that the

stated purposes of the Care-Chain

are

adhered to and the

quality of the ministry is

maintained.
The world
tee success. The

and

seems

full of quick-fix solutions and sure-fire methods to guaran

Church is not insulated from that

congregations to

become enamored

working well for others only to
other
seem

with

arenas

It is easy for pastors

by methods and programs that seem to

be frustrated when

they do

not

be

readily transfer to

of ministry. The Church is not exempt from the fads of ministry that

to sweep
an

emphasis.

across

groups of churches and sometimes

alarming sense of secularism.

even

entire denominations

Methods and programs may sometimes be at

tempted in a given setting without examining the surrounding context and underly
ing strategies which made those methods
tions may

thought

useful in their

original setting. Congrega

proceed with a new program at great expense without giving much

to

a

basic motivation

or

fundamental strategy of their
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own.

Sound strategy

is foundational to effective

methodology. Dynamic congregational life is far more

dependent upon a scripturally

based

philosophy of ministry and a carefully planned

strategy for ministry than it is fmding a way
in other

settings.

of ministry and

Harvest

to

Community Church

adapt the methods used successfully
of God

was

founded

on a

underlying six-point strategy involving commitments to

philosophy

prayer, vi

sion, aggressive outreach and assertive assimilation, celebrative worship, lay minis
try, and koinonia. As
it

was a

used to

we

shall

see

in

Chapter 5, this was not

strategy. This sixpoint strategy provided

begin and firmly establish

Harvest

evaluations of those methods from both

be

a

a

perfect strategy.

useful base for the

But

methodology

Community Church of God.

Results and

pastoral and congregational viewpoints will

reported in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
An Evaluation of the

Strategies and

Establish Harvest

Methods Used to

Community Church of God

The purpose of this dissertation is to describe and evaluate the church-

planting strategies and methods used to
God. Now that the

chapter to

strategies and methods have been described,

strategies and methods used to establish

God will be evaluated from two main
ation from

a

to formulate and

church. A journal

tional records
ful

implement

source

the
the

we

devote this

objectives of this study.

Harvest

Community Church of

points of reference. First,

pastoral point of view will lead off each section.

Community Church of God,

new

Community Church of

evaluation of them and the fulfillment of the

an

The

establish Harvest

a

svunmary evalu

In the

case

of Harvest

church-planter has from the beginning been the one
strategies and methods used to begin and build the

kept by the church-planter, congregational and denomina

pertaining

to the new

church, and other documents will

serve as

help

material here.

Second, the church-planting strategies and methods used in this case will be
evaluated from

a

congregational point of view.

(CRG) was assembled of 15
Church of God from its first
held

their

over a

adults who had been

Congregational

a

Reflection

Group

part of Harvest Community

worship service or before.

Five CRG meetings

were

period of several months during which time group members discussed

answers

of each

A

to evaluation

meeting.

Minutes

ber, and submitted

to

questions with which they were supplied well in advance

were

taken at each

meeting by Robin Leach, a CRG mem

the Doctor of Ministry office at
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Asbury Theological

Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky.
The initial

fmdings of the CRG meetmgs produced evaluation data in the six

specific categories of strategies and methods described in Chapter 4. Since the CRG
was

a

made up of only 15 members,

questionnaire

the

was

The

church-planter in consultation

with

as

a

with Dr. Thehna Gould of the

Asbury College in Wilmore, Kentucky.

desired. Dr.

larger sample in

questionnaire (see Appendix A)

personal guidance and literature to

the data

the

relatively small percentage of the congregation,

produced and administered to

findings of the CRG.

Sciences at

a

Reginald

She

was

an

effort to test

designed by the

Department of Social

provided the church-planter

insure that the instrument would indeed test

Johnson of Asbury

Theological Seminary reviewed

questionnaire and concurred that its design was adequate to produce the desired

data.

The

questionnaire was administered in a single setting during the Sunday

School hour at Harvest
tire adult
was

Community Church of God on December 5,

1991. The

en

membership of the church, comprised at the time of testing of 86 people

invited to

respond to

the

questionnaire through newsletter and Sunday moming

announcements for two weeks

prior to

the event. The

primary reason for administer

ing the questionnaire in a single controlled setting was the belief that the number of

questionnaires completed and returned would be markedly higher than if they were
simply broadcast to

the

congregation for a more liesurely completion and retum.

Of the 86 adults invited to

participate,

38

accepted the invitation

pleted the questionnaire for a response rate of 44%.
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A random

and

com

inquiry of five indi-

viduals who elected not to
revealed two who said
who said

did not

the

and the overall

importance of the matter.

participation

been better to offer
endeavor to be
As

a

more

more

to church at 9:30

Refelection

questionnaire

on

the

A.M., and

two

one

who

questionnaire process

rate has led this researcher to believe that it may have

than

one

opportunity to complete the questionnaire and to

personal in the appeals to participate in the process.

format for the evaluation summaries in this

tions from the

of the

they were out of town on the day it was administered,

they weren't accustomed to coming

sense

tion will

participate in the completion

previous chapter will be addressed

proceed from a pastoral,

then

chapter, each of the six sec

in order. Evaluation of each

sec

congregational perspective.
Prayer

Harvest

prayer.

Community Church of God has been built on a foundation of

Prayer birthed the vision of the sponsoring conference and the calling

church-planter.

The central

grams which continue to
of God

dynamic of prayer resulted in a number of vital pro

guide and fuel the ministry of Harvest Community Church

today.
The Pastoral Evaluation: The

professional prayer life.

dimension of the

new

This commitment has

personality of the new church.

pastor gives testimony
of the

church-planting pastor answered a heartfelt

disciplined and consistent in terms of his own personal

conviction to become more
and

of the

church.

to

a

spilled over in to virtually every

From

a

personal standpoint,

the

deeper dependence upon God for the health and growth

Spending more than an hour each day in prayer (for the fu-st
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time in his

life) brought

an awareness

of God's presence and power to bear

ministry as a pastor and as a church-planter.
worthy, though perhaps subjective,
whelmed with

a

tremendous

by him. Though
vest

produced a variety of note

results. At times, for example, he has been

of personal confidence

never

before

over

experienced

he has realized it has been God who has built His Church at Har

Community,

the

church-planter has at times sensed a feeling of encouragement

in the face of potentially

Pauquette,

sense

This has

his

on

came as a

disheartening challenges.

direct result of a

development

new

confidence, believes

significantly deeper prayer life.

The enlistment of more than 500

worthwhile step in the

This

Prayer Partners was another significant

of Harvest

Community Church of God.

and

The

Prayer Partners served as a base for faith and encouragement. Hearing from the
church- planter
of the

new

once

each month via the

church. The

more

Prayer Report proved pivotal

specifically the Prayer Partners knew how God was

moving and what the needs of the church were,
grew and
was a

developed.

noticeable

On

a

to the success

the

more

dramatically the church

few occasions when the report

was

published late,

there

regression in the morale of the pastor and the growth and progress

of the church.
The step of including

helpful,
group

but

a

strong prayer emphasis in

core

group

meetings was

perhaps not crucial in comparison to other points of prayer.

The

core

meetings held during the three months prior to the church opening seemed to

be centered

more

around horizontal

they were around prayer.

relationship-building and vision-casting than

Times of prayer

as a
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group seemed somewhat strained and

difTicult. It is

now

felt

by the church-planter that members of the core group

may

have needed

more

gram before

they were free enough to offer significant conversational prayer in a

group

time to become comfortable with

one

another and with the pro

setting.

Gathering a circle of believers together on Sunday mornings for prayer for
the service and the Lord's

planter gives witness to

anointmg on the pastor was important.

times when he "felt" the power of God enter him to

confidence and enthusiasm
center of that circle he

fore God

as never

could,

asking Him to

It is now felt

The church

at

before in his

give him

ministry. While kneeling in the

times, visualize the 500 Prayer Partners bowed be

bless the

new

church. It

was a

powerful method!

by the church-planter that the beginning of multiple prayer

meetings during the week may have been a mistake. Though the groups were rea
sonably well attended,
was

the motivation for attending them

difficult at times for the
were

tional

problems instead.

While there is

themselves in this way, it made the
come to

sense

of energy

and stamina

talk

more

It

about their emo

for those who had

specifically

feelings may have been better held in

the

multiple midweek prayer meeting options.

pastoral perspective,

reserves

to want to

meetings difficult

Care-Chain Link meetings instead of the
from the

always clear.

certainly a need for individuals to express

pray. The conversations about

Additionally,

not

church-planter to keep the groups focused on prayer.

strong personalities who seemed

There

was

the

began to

church-planter noted that his own

wear

down at the

moming and evening prayer meetings were added to
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his

point that early

already full schedule.

Finally,

the

use

encouraging people to

of Sunday

moming messages as a vehicle for equipping and

pray is considered

by the church-planter to

have been

marginally effective. Pauquette now believes that people are better
pray than

they are told how.

may be better

The

of those dimensions of the

church

those

For the most part the

Church of God believe that

80.3% of the

was

shown how to

spiritual life that

caught ihan taught

reported by members of the CRG.

ings with

to

one

Congregational Evaluation:

Community
first

It is

only

that

a

they belong to

The

a

people at

Harvest

group that prays. This

questionnaire also supported

was

these fmd

respondents reporting that their early impressions of the

significant emphasis was placed on prayer.

In

addition, 54.5% of

polled reported that these early impressions of prayer influenced their decision

make Harvest

Community Church of God their church home.

Interviews with CRG members revealed that two features of the prayer minis

try proved important iti helping them become
vest

or

remain interested in

Community Church of God as a possible church home. First,

pursuing Har

the prayer

em

phasis was personal. People felt that the important concems of their lives were being
taken

tion

seriously by the church-planter and others in the church. While public

was

in such

job,

a

given to
way

national and world needs,

as to

they were never addressed

overshadow the fact that

direction for their marriage

or

Second, the prayer ministry
may well have been the most

family,
was

or

someone

in the

presented

congregation needed a

personal encouragement in their lives.

obvious but not

important dimension
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or

atten

overbearing. While prayer

of the

strategic foundation and

resultant

methodology for establishing

always held in what seemed to
try of the

new

"deliverance"
calls"

be

church. Harvest

ministry.

Neither

an

Harvest

Community Church

taken to do

more

was

appropriate balance with the rest of the minis

Community Church was not billed as a "prayer"
were

Sunday mornings typified by lengthy

emotionally charged invitations to come forward for prayer.

or

of God, it

praying than promoting the prayer ministry.

The

or

"altar

Care

was

ministry

then

promoted itself.
Congregational evaluation,
reflects

a

some

and the

meetings and questionnaire data,

generally positive evaluation of the prayer emphasis at

nity Church of God.
enced

both via CRG

There

were a

frustration about

few

Harvest Commu

reported occasions when individuals experi

praying more than acting,

but

over

time the

praying

working reached a healthy and productive balance.
Vision

Proverbs 29:18 says, "Where there is
ond

major point

of the

no

vision, the people perish." The sec

strategies and methods used to establish

Church of God involved the vision of reaching 3,000

Harvest

Community

people for Christ by the year

2000.
The Pastoral Evaluation: The

church-planter reports that having such a

clearly defined vision as "3000 for 2000"
has been

a

has been both

a

blessing and a burden.

It

blessing in that the dimensions of the church-planting ministry have al

ways been clear. There has been little

work has advanced. It is

a

room

for

ambiguity or lack of focus as the

measurable vision which lends itself well to progress
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re-

ports almost any time
The
vational
to

is desired.

specific vision of "3000 for 2000" has also been helpful

over

the

course

of 12 years, the vision has served

of daily motivation. The church

planting ministry

great deal of intrinsic motivation and the ability
has

in terms of moti

dynamics. Realizing that very few churches or movements grow from zero

3,000 members

source

one

helped to

nurture these

to be a

is

one

as a

which

continual

requires a

self-starter. The vision itself

qualities in the life of the pastor of Harvest Community

Church of God.

Operating from the vision of reaching 3,000 people for Christ by the year
2000 has not all been

much

as

it is such

a

positive.

In

some

ways the vision has been restrictive.

quantitatively oriented vision,

it has at times tended to take the

place of discussion and planning about the quality of the church.
planter's vision of "3000 for 2000"
more

includes the

Inas

The church-

starting and nurturing of a dozen or

separate and diverse congregations in and around Franklin County, Ohio. It

is intended

by the church-planter that these congregations will be distinct from one

another and be

targeted to

reach

audiences. The vision, however,
vite wide consideration of the

a

variety of cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic

being overly expressive of quantity, tends not to

qualitative nature of the mission.

The vision of "3000 for 2000"
any number of notable

in

can

also be

ground for suspicion.

With

nearly

personality cults rising and falling in the name of Christian

evangelism, standing up and claiming to have been called by God to lead a move
ment that will result in the salvation of 3,000 individuals is not
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always met with thun-

derous

applause. Prospective members of the congregation have had to

the process of deciding whether the vision

such

a

through

truly from God or from the over-

was

achieving imagination of a zealous pastor.

go

From

a

pastoral perspective, publicizing

specific vision has produced at least these two sides

to consider.

The methods used to cast the vision have worked well.

Beginning with the

Prayer Partners, then moving to the core group, it has been important that everyone

taking a personal interest in the new church has had time to understand both
tegrity and the parameters of the vision.
first

worship service proved vital to

was

set in those

and Harvest
core

meetings.

core

group

this process. The

A certain

were

already committed

meetings held prior to

the

evangelistic tone of the church

degree of ownership

Community Church of God was able to

of followers who

for Christ

The

the in

of the vision

open

on

was

generated

April 3, 1988,

to the task of reaching

with

a

3,000 people

by the year 2000.

The

Congregational Evaluation:

The overall reaction of the

tion to the vision of "3000 for 2000" has been

meetings were generally favorable,

but

ety of opinions. For example, while

widely varied.

new

congrega

Remarks made at CRG

questionnaire responses revealed a wider vari

none

of the CRG members

reported being nega

tively affected by the vision when they fu-st heard it, only 48.5% of those polled re

ported a generally positive reaction to the vision when they fu-st heard it.

In terms of

emphasis of the vision, 61 .7% felt that the vision was properly emphasized,
felt that it
was

was

under-emphasized,

over-emphasized.

and 23.6%

14.7%

reported that they believed the vision

In terms of the influence the vision of "3000 for 2000" had
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on

individual decisions to make Harvest

Community Church of God their church

home, 30.3% reported that the vision had
said it had

a

marginal influence,

movement that was

was

great impact

on

and 51.6% said it had little

Further remarks at CRG
the fact that the vision

a

their decision, 18.1%

impact

on

their decision.

meetings revealed that the people generally enjoyed

challenging and optimistic. They liked being a part of a

aspiring to greatness. They also enjoyed being a part of some

thing that had the welfare of others in mind.
Aggressive Outreach
Motivated
was

made to

by such an obvious arithmetic challenge,

aggressive outreach

every aspect of the church's
an

and Assertive Assimilation

unchurched person

or

a

strategic commitment

and assertive assimilation of new members.

ministry was scrutinized by the question,

help

Nearly

"Will this reach

to assimilate a new member in to the life of the con

gregation?"
The Pastoral Evaluation: The
the first

calling and cultivation of a core group before

public worship service was a fundamentally important step in the establish

ment of Harvest

Community

Church of God. The fourteen adults who made

mitments to the nucleus of the church

proved to

provided the majority of the personnel to
serving as a financial base to

be

an

invaluable

resource.

com

They

staff the infant programs in addition to

fund them. Combined, these two dimensions worked

together to enable Harvest Community Church of God to stop receiving fmancial
support from the sponsoring conference and become a fully chartered congregation
of the denomination within five months of its
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opening Sunday.

The

church-planter

now

feels that the step of attracting and

developing

12 to 15 committed adults before

opening for Sunday moming services should not be overlooked in

a

typical church

planting endeavor.
The

church-planter feels that the use of

The Phone's for You telemarketing

campaign was very useful but should not be relied upon as the sole method for es
tablishing a presence in the target community. By the end of 1988,
had become

paign.

In

a

part of the

new

church

as a

members

bringing their friends and associates to church with them.

new

the

majority of the new people came to

came

telemarketing campaign,

the

via the invitations of friends and

been calculated that Harvest
of 40 to 42 families.

community

are

the

new

church

during the first year as a re

importance of the additional

16 families who

neighbors must not be overlooked.

Community Church

While

of God has

a

It has

"break even"

point

By this we mean that 40 to 42 households of the Westerville

needed to

the church. Both the

occurred

telemarketing cam

addition, 16 households joined the church through relational evangelism,

i.e.,

sult of the

direct result of the

30 households

adequately support the personnel

and financial needs of

telephone outreach program and ihe relational outreach that

during the first year proved cmcial to bring the church to that point.

It may also be worth

noting that in the two

years which have followed the in

augural year of Harvest Community Church of God, the congregation has
through natural relationships by
reach programs such
tisements.

as

an

continued

overwhehning ratio compared to

grown

formal out

telemarketing, mass mailings, and media adver

During the two-year period,

30 additional families have
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aligned with the

church,

24 of which have

of which

can

more

grammed

direct result of relational outreach and

six

only

be attributed to the above mentioned formal outreach programs.

These statistics
grow

come as a

seem

to bear out the idea that

once

established, churches tend

to

through personal invitations from friends and relatives than through pro

outreach attempts.

Using a telemarketing approach for opening Harvest Community Church
was

helpful for developing a "critical mass"

usefulness in

for

opening,

reaching the community and adding to

but limited in its continued

the ranks of the church. The

church-planter now recommends that care should be taken to
mercial

promotion of

sift

through

the

com

The Phone's for Kow program and other similar programs to

carefully consider whether or not the tool will bring about the desired results in

the

target area. A "test market" of perhaps 500

help

determine what the results of a

to

1,000 calls may be a good idea

to

larger, more time-consiuning and expensive venture

might be.
The continued cultivation of the

It has been mentioned that

has been

disappointing.

brought

30 families into the church.

ders from the
tacted via

mailing list from the telemarketing campaign
initially the phone campaign

During the year that followed,

as

the nonatten-

mailing list generated by the phone campaign were repeatedly con

phone

and mail,

only two families were added from that list.
but limited to

the

telemarketing approach was important,

for

opening Harvest Community Church of God.
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The value of

generating an initial thrust

It

was

mentioned in

Chapter 4 that the way visitors were treated was an im

portant dimension of the aggressive outreach and assertive assimilation of Harvest

Community Church

of God.

Looking back,

the

church-planter is glad that much

emphasis was placed on this dimension of the ministry.
have been extended toward the
tional

signs,

church

and

a

More care, in

fact, could

people visiting the new church. Additional

parking attendant might have been helpful.

Inasmuch

direc

as

the

opened under a torrential downpour, escorts equipped with large umbrellas

might have helped people get from their cars to

the school without

becoming

drenched in the process.
The pastor has also

given some thought to motivating people to

registration cards so effective follow-up can be done.
many visitors

come

and go without

After three months of seeing

filling out the cards, the pastor resorted to offer

ing a copy of Ted Engstom's book. The Pursuit of Excellence
card. There

was an

immediate

fill out the

to all who turned in

a

improvement in the response and it has been felt that

the retum has been well worth the investment.
The
a

use

worthwhile

of the "My Decision" cards

new

as

previously described has proven to be

approach to inviting a personal response to an evangelistic invita

tion. The usefulness of the card

came

turned in, it could be retrieved and

when

days after the commitment card was

placed in front of the person during a personal

appointment and the churchplanter could ask,
were

"What

were some

going through your mind when you were moved to

day?"

The

of the

things that

fill out this card last Sun

ensuing conversation often actually recreated the dynamics of the evan-
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gelistic moment from the previous Sunday and resuhed in the conversion of many
individuals.
It has been mentioned

previously that in any given outreach endeavor some

understanding of the demographic profile of the target community is important if ef
fective outreach is to be

Westerville, Ohio,

can

expected.

It has also been mentioned that the

best be described in terms of its

demographic composition as

being populated largely by suburban, middle-class professionals.
to note

What is

interesting

by way of an evaluation of the outreach and assimilation strategies and

methods under consideration, however, is the

gregation itself after three years of ministry.
existence of professionals in the

file shows

a

demographic profile of the new con

While the

accountants among its

active adults

of age, 46

an

attorney,

membership,

greater number of members better described

cluding involvement in technical and skilled trades,

are

congregation does reflect the

community with one physician,

corporate executives and several

(63%)

community of

as

the

two

larger pro

blue-collar workers in

and bus and truck drivers. Of 86

comprising the membership of Harvest Community Church of God,

blue-collar workers and 32 (37%)

(53%)

are

are

white-collar professionals.

54

In terms

between the ages of 26 and 40 years old which is reflective of the

target population in general.
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86 Active Adult Members
age

blue-collar

white-collar

(years)

(members)

(members)

18-25

3

0

26-40

24

22

41-55

14

9

56-70

12

1

71+

1

0

Demographic Profile by Age and Vocation of the Adult
Membership of Harvest Community Church of God
Table 4-1

At least two conclusions can be drawn from these data. First, while
eration of community

consid

demographic data is important for a proper understanding of

the audience to whom the
the target will be hit

a

Gospel

is to be communicated,

one

must not assume that

simply because it has been defined. Second, this data should re

mind pastors and other Church Growth

practioners that while a demographic

analysis of a community may be helpful in engineering a campaign to proclaim the
Gospel in a given area, care must be taken not to
may live in that

community but who

demographic findings.
who may fit

a

The

overlook the

scores

of people who

fall outside of the parameters of the major

Gospel is good news for a/ypeople,

set of preconceived notions about who to

not just for those

expect will respond

to

a

given ministry.
Let

us

consider

one more

point in terms of the pastoral evaluation of the ag-

gresisve outreach and assertive assimilation strategies and methods used to establish
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Harvest

Community Church of God.

fruitful in

bringing about personal

While

a

spirit of aggressive outreach proved

decisions to receive Christ

assimilation of new converts into the life of the church
of the weakest features of the
much attention has been
to be

comfortable

on

given

come

Savior, the actual

and continues to be

ministry of Harvest Community Church of God.
to

attracting visitors to the church and helping

their furst visit that

Scores of visitors have

was

as

and gone

naire

their

are

but

were

not

they were prior to attending and have

slipped away.

Congregational Evalmtion.

worth

them

unregistered and as a result have received no

shown the attention after their visit which

The

So

follow-up and assimilation has suffered.

follow-up. Additionally, some have shown interest in the church

since lost interest and

one

noting.

The results of the

Given the choice between two

congregational question

adjectives used to

describe

perceptions of the outreach methods used at Harvest Community Church of

God, their responses can be summarized in the following Table 4-1.

"aggressive" (78.1%)/ "non-aggressive" (21.9%)
"intense" (39.3%)/ "relaxed" (60.7%)
"organized" (93.5%)/ "disorganized" (6.5%)
"intentional" (96.9%)/ "accidental" (3.1%)
"deUberate" (96.9%)/ "happenstance" (3.1%)
"sensitive" (96.9%)/ "insensitive" (3.1%)
Tabic 4-2

Questioonaiie Responses to Congregational PCrceptionsof Outreach
Used at Harvest Community Church of God
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Methods

These responses create
ation of the outreach
that the

profile of the congregational perceptions and evalu

emphasis at Harvest Community Church of God.

congregation perceives outreach

sensitive. The
sive. What is
a

a

congregation also

interesting to

sees

organized, intentional, deUberate, and

the outreach methods

by and large as aggres

note is that the comments of the CRG which noted that

balance has been struck between

Harvest

as

It is clear

aggressive, yet non-threatening evangelism at

Community Church of God is substantiated by the questionnaire data re

vealing that while 78.1% of those polled described outreach as "aggressive",
of those

same

respondents also chose

"relaxed"

over

60.7%

"intense" to describe their per

ceptions of the outreach emphasis.
In
to

general,

the

congregation

did not feel put off by

a

telemarketing approach

evangelism. Though they expressed frustration over constant bombardment

insurance agents and other similar telemarketers,

church

was a

The

sion" cards

use

they said being contacted by the

generally refreshing and positive experience.

congregation also expressed appreciation for the use of the "My
as a

primary vehicle for responding to

questionnaire revealed a full
of the

from

of the cards.

anxious because

The

80.0% of the

the

Deci

evangelistic invitation.

The

respondents indicating a positive opinion

follow-up appointments made by the pastor were less

they had been given the opportunity to respond of their own voli

tion.
While most of the CRG members

follow-up

on

expressed affmnation for the way the

their fu-st visit to the church

was
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handled

as

described in

Chapter 4,

some

expressed disappointment that the pastor himself did

their homes for
wanted at the

a

visit. This caused them to

new

church.

unmediately come to

question whether or not they

were

Exactly how much personal attention to give to

truly

new

visi

by way of programmed follow-up may always be a matter of debate.

tors

Celebrative
A fourth strategy and

God

was

The

characterized from the

being sensitive to

Worship

methodology involved

style for the new congregation.

and

not

the

worship style of Harvest Community Church of

beginning by

a sense

of celebration,

Being in a new church setting brings with it a num

ber of advantages. A tremendous amount of freedom
in terms of the administration of the church's

being free to experiment with a variety

tions for

participation,

the unchurched visitor.

The Pastoral Evaluation:

pay close attention to

development of a worship

a

comes

ministry.

of worship

The

dynamics,

to the

church-planter

church-planter says that
while

being careful

to

conservative-evangelical Christian heritage and its implica

worship, has been a pleasant part of being party to

the birth of Harvest

Community Church of God.
Overall, the use of a celebrative, participatory, and seeker-sensitive worship

style has been a positive experience from a pastoral point of view.
be creative in

The freedom to

developing avenues of expression of worship for new Christians,

endeavoring to

whet the

tionship with Christ,

while

appetites of visitors who may be outside of a saving rela

has been

pivotal to

planter feels that had he been bound to

the

a

success

of the

new

church. The church

liturgical format the results could have
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been

markedly different.
The

and lead

the

church-planter does refer to

a

negative aspect of the freedom to

worship in the new church setting.

worship climate of the congregation

on a

ship experience could be led appropriately,
than usual for himself to

wing into
the

a

leading of worship to
The

row

be

a

Pastor

of the

church. The CRG

best

disarming.

a

cafeteria and music

church-planter found

totally involving and depleting task.

was

clearly divided into

two camps

over

this issue.

formality the worship style was inviting

A second group stated that due to its apparent lack of stmcture, the

stmck them

as

uncomfortably casual and brought

perficiality.

As

little church

experience who

one

might surmise,

church histories who

it

was

about

suspicions of su

largely those members of the CRG with

felt comfortable, while those who

expressed initial suspicion.

Inasmuch

Community Church of God is to reach the unchurched,
into the

wor

Pauquette found it more difficult

of Sunday School rooms, the

Some felt that due to its lack of rigidity and

approach

that the

qualified to evaluate the chosen worship strategies and methods

are

and

given Sunday moming so

Congregational Evaluation: Perhaps the members of the congregation

themselves
new

remain sensitive to

attempting to

After two hours of tuming

worship.

sanctuary and

While

create

as

this is

came

with

long

the vision of Harvest
an

interesting insight

style of worship which will attract and retain unchurched Americans today.

The

questionnaire reveals a very positive picture of the reaction

gregation to the worship style.

91 1% of those
.

con

polled, for example stated that the

worship style greatly influenced their decision to
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of the

pursue Harvest

Community

Church of God

as

their church home. The top three

worship-related questions gain

ing positive reactions were preaching style (100% approval rating),
ing each service (97. 1% approval rating),

rating).
on

the

lowed

and

The aspect of worship least liked

prayer time dur

preaching content (94.2 % approval

by the congregation which was addressed

questionnaire was the meeting place with only

a

45.7%

approval rating,

fol

by the platform design and furnishings gaining only a 60.0% approval of those

polled.
Lay Ministry

Developing and engaging an equipped and mobilized laity has been

an

im

portant feature of Harvest Conmiunity Church of God from its inception. The

practical result of this concept was described in Chapter 4.

Several dimensions of

this commitment lend themselves well to evaluation.
The PastoraJ Evaluation:ThQ

"Congratulations,
and

You're Gifted!"

development and use of the two-hour

workshop as an initial approach to equipping

engaging people in ministry carried a mixture of assets and shortcomings. Help

ing people through a Saturday moming seminar and watching them go
total

ignorance about spiritual gifts to having a reasonable idea of what their gift

gifts may actually be is a tremendous accomplishment.
many
a

from ahnost

people move from spectator to

simplified approach to

least two

address the issue of lay

problems. First,

tended to portray

servant in their

it tended to

The seminar has

own

helped

personal lives. Using such

ministry has, however, brought

at

oversimplify the concept of spiritual gifts.

spiritual gifts as a kind of spiritual "genetic code" which can be
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or

It

discovered
man

Who

methodically and scientifically through the use of cleverly designed hu

instruments. At its worst it tended to discount the mystery of the

imparts

and

energizes such gifts,

The second
nar as

the

the

use

from His

problem with using the "Congratulations, You're Gifted/" serm-

of the Modified Houts

mine likelihood of spiritual

panied by a reluctance

active

personal ministry involved

Inventory. Using the inventory as

a

vehicle to deter

giftedness in one or more areas was also

of some

people to

outside their realm of giftedness

serve

according to

tory tended

to be more authoritative than

luctance

the part of the

their

important position.

primary means of bringing people into

on

Holy Spuit,

in needed

at times accom

positions because it seemed

the results of the survey. The inven

suggestive which at times produced a re

people to experiment in various areas of giftedness in

continuing pursuit of understanding how God had uniquely designed them to

glorify

Himself in sacrificial service. "That's not my

gift!"

became

a

too familiar

tongue-in-cheek escape for too many people at Harvest Community Church of God.
Another weakness in the engagement of lay

been

a

lack of follow-up and

ministry at the new church has

accountability for the actual use of spiritual gifts.

Once

people discovered what their spiritual gifts most likely were, they were invited to
come

involved in the

use

of them within the life of the

new

Community Church of God, however,

ing fact at

Harvest

adults had

passed through the the seminar but only 41

sonal ministry. That represents

an

church. The

be

disappoint

is that after two years, 86

were

engaged in regular per

involvement ratio ofless than 47%. John

Mawell, pastor of Skyline Wesleyan Church in San Diego, California, and keynote
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speaker at the

"How to Break the 200 Barrier" seminar

Charles E. Fuller Institute for

experience of 70% to

sustained

occur over a

the

Evangelism and Church Growth, maintains that his

80% adult

strived for if dynamic church

sponsored regionally by

ministry involvement can be achieved and

growth and effective evangelism is to

be

should be

expected to

period of time. The church-planter now feels that more at

tention should have been

given to involving and maintaining

the involvement of a

greater percentage of the congregation.
The actual ministries which
all

positive.

The

emerged early in the life of the congregation were

Hospitality Team,

Outreach Team,

Team, Shepherds, and Children's Church
of the

new

try

all strong features of the

Congregational Evaluation:

The

Congregational

Reflection

Group has

largely positive in their evaluation of the commitment to meaningful lay minis

at Harvest

Community Church of God.

This

finding is supported by the data

produced by the congregational questionnaire which indicated that
surveyed had a positive experience with the "Congratulations,
nar.

lay ministry

church.

The

been

were

Worship Team, Leadership

In

addition, 82.8% of those polled recalled having

first time

they were asked to help with some ministry

a

88.5% of those

You're Gifted!" ^rm-

positive impression of the

of the church.

Several members of the CRG stated that their assimilation in to the church
was

they

due to invitations for involvement from the
not been invited to become involved

their abilities

might be more useful to

the

beginning. They shared

that had

they may not have stayed, feeling that

Kingdom of God in another church set-
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ting. Members of the CRG also expressed appreciation for the flexibility
which allowed for individuals to
riod of time without

area

for

a

ministry

predetermined pe

being locked in to it for a lifetime.

One fear stated
church

experiment in a given

in

by a member of the CRG was that becoming active in a new

might involve too much work by too

ported by other CRG members.
involved in the

It

was

few

people.

Once stated, this

was

sup

unanimously felt by the group, however,

that

once

into

lay ministry as an opportunity for personal growth was a productive way to

new

church, the non-pressured approach

to

inviting people

neutralize that fear.
Koinonia
A sixth

important mark of Harvest Community Church

commitment to the concept of koinonia,
groups.

Responding to

a

of God

was

its

early

primarily through the development of small

vision of "3000 for 2000" left little doubt in the mind of the

church-planter that any one of the churches in the network would some day be too
important to lay early ground work so

large to remain personal.

It

viduals did not

become lost in the

eventually

was

The Pastoral Evaluation:
the

that indi

masses.

According to

the evaluation of the

church-planter,

development of the Care-Chain ministry had the initial benefit of providing a

growing group of essentially unfamiliar people with opportunities to gather in
smaller groups to become
freshments

were

acquainted and comfortable with one another.

While

re

provided after each Sunday worship service during the fu^st three

months of ministry, this did not

provide enough opportunity for the development
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of

meaningful relationships.

The

monthly Link meetings of the Care-Chain ministry

brought people together in close proximity and opened the door for deeper friend

ships and mutual caring.
Over

time, however, the focus of the Care-Chain ministry has become ob

scured. Two years after its
an

open door for

church leaders

comprised

as

of the

Care-Chain

new

inception,

members,

was

the Care-Chain

observed

being stagnant and ingrown.
same

ministry, initially meant

to be

by the church-planter and other
The individual Links

people today who initiated the program in

are

largely

1988. The entire

ministry is presently under study for refocus and possible reorganiza

tion.
One
way it fit

outstanding

benefit that resulted from the small group

ministry

is the

hand-in-glove with the Shepherding ministry. Having developed a corps of

lay shepherds left the church-planter with the deUghtful challenge of provid

trained

ing them with someone for whom to care. Assigning a lay shepherd to each of the
five Care-Chain Links

provided a natural match.

A

significant

amount of personal

caring ministry has occurred within the context of these small groups.
The
the data

Congregational Evaluation:

Both the comments of CRG members and

provided by the questionnaire indicates that there is some ambivalence

within the

congregation concerning the success or importance of the small group

ministry of Harvest Community Church of God.
that the

While

one

CRG member related

development of small groups was her primary reason for making the new

church her chosen

place of worship

and

ministry,
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another said it caused him to be

suspicious of whether the church
The

cus.

was

truly interested in evangelism as its primary fo

questionnaire revealed that only 69.6% of those surveyed recalled having a

positive impression of the Care-Chain ministry when they first learned of it.

In addi

tion, only 31.0% of those polled indicated that the formation of small groups con
tributed
as a

church home. Overall, the

small group

ministry

congregation is approving in its evaluation of the

of the church

as a means

koinonia. It is clear that it has served
miliar faces become

a

a

of developing and

useful function in

agree in

useful to

helping a crowd

of unfa

premise that all six of the identified

strategic and programmatic elements used to establish
were

maintaining

congregation of caring Christians.

In summary, the research supports the

of God

Community Church of God

to their decision to select Harvest

significantly

varying degrees.

The

Harvest

Community Church

pastoral and congregational evaluations

saying that prayer, vision, aggressive outreach and assertive assimilation,

celebrative

worship, lay ministry,

and koinonia formed

launching the new church into existence.
from the formula would have

To

remove

a

any

useful foundation for
one

of these six factors

seriously impaired the progress and health of the min

istry.
There

and

is, however,

some

discernible

departure in agreement between pastor

congregation concerning the relative importance of each factor.

example, would readily say that prayer was the most important
Without the strong

The pastor, for

factor of the six.

emphasis on prayer, both personally and congregationally,

church-planter feels as though the campaign to establish the new church would
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the
not

have succeeded. The data collected

questionnaire,
congregation
at Harvest

on

was

during CRG meetmgs and the congregational

the other hand, suggests that the celebrative
the

worship style of the

single most influential factor for their continued participation

Community Church of God.

worship services had been neglected to

If the

any

quality and integrity of the Sunday

significant degree,

the

people simply

would not have returned. While it has not been the intention of this dissertation to

qualify the six fundamental features of the strategy and methodology used to estab
lish the

new

church, the research does provide some useful insight for

consideration of various frames of reference. While all six features
have been

pivotal to

the overall

success

of the church

tion to

some

A

and

even

thorough

together may

planting campaign,

be said that the relative levels of significance of each varied

church-planter and the congregation,

a

it should

widely between the

between members of the congrega

degree.

carefully articulated strategy and philosophy of ministry resulted in many

practical methods used to

establish Harvest

Community Church of God

as a

vital

member congregation of the Ohio Conference Churches of God, General Confer
ence.

Inasmuch

as

those

strategies and methods have been evaluated from two pri

mary frames of reference,

a

concluding chapter can now be offered to

summarize the

study and offer principles which may be helpful in other applications of new church
development.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

Harvest

the

Conmiunity Church of God was successfully established in

1988

by

blessing of God on various points of sound strategy and productive methodol

ogy. The purpose of this dissertation has been to describe and evaluate those strate

gies and methods.
in

theological

At this final station in the

reflection and draw

some

study,

we are

in

a

position

to

indulge

useful conclusions.

Theological Reflection
John recorded Jesus
man

remains in

me

as

having said,

"I

am

the vine; you

are

the branches. If a

and I in him, he will bear much fruit; apart from

me

you

can

do

nothing" (John 15:5). Looking back on the experience of Harvest Community
Church of God, it becomes
cance

possible to understand, in a deeper sense,

of these words of Christ. Prayer served

the pastor and the
persons with the
ment to

people.

as

the

signifi

the foundation for fruitfulness for

The work of planting the

new

church and

reaching lost

Gospel of Jesus Christ was made fruitful by a consistent commit

abiding in Christ and allowing Him to

bear fruit for the

Kingdom of God

through those who prayed.
At least two
The first

was

blessings were consistently experienced by those who prayed.

direction. There

church did not have the

were

moments which called for decision. The

new

depth of wisdom and leadership often enjoyed by long es

tablished congregations. Consequently, the pastor and the people often found
themselves in the

delightful position of simply tuming to
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the Lord in prayer and ask-

ing for the direction they felt they needed.

As

subjective as that may seem,

whehning majority of the time a strong consensus was achieved,
and

were

often

accompanied by harmony

A second

Jesus

was more

were

made

blessing consistently experienced by those who prayed was power.

promised His disciples that they would receive power if they waited

effectiveness in

over

and progress.

promised Holy Spirit (Acts 1:8). The church-planter enjoyed a

ism

decisions

the

ministry not previously experienced by him.

sense

His

for the

of power and

ministry of evangel

productive in terms of the numbers of people making confessions of

faith at his invitations to do so, and his messages
identifiable fruitfulness and

were more

effective in terms of

maturity in the lives of the people of the congregation.

Reflecting on the sense of vision that called the church-planter and guided
the work of establishing Harvest

thoughts and feelings.
been

a

Community Church of God brings a mixture of

The vision of "3000 for 2000"

delicate matter with which to deal.

as

previously described has

Though the church-planter has never seri

ously doubted the legitimacy of the vision he received in 1986, it was accompanied
the time of receiving it
launch him into the

by an emotional charge that served as an initial thrust to

ministry of church planting in Columbus.

ally began, however,

the emotional surge had

of enthusiasm and drive with it. The
own

inner

resources

One

to

at

Once the work actu

dissipated and the accompanying sense

church-planter was then forced to rely on his

keep his hand to

the

plow without looking back.

might wonder how Abraham endured the decades of waiting between re

ceiving the vision of the stars and holding

Isaac in his
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own arms.

Indeed, his experi-

ence

with

Hagar bears witness to the difficulty of remaining

might wonder how Moses remained faithful to
the

calling there received

for 40 years while

true to a vision. One

the vision of the

burning bush and

wandering in the wilderness with

a con

gregation

of murmuring Israelites. One

Jeremiah

stayed true to God's call on their lives to preach for the repentance of Is

rael

might also wonder how Elijah,

though few hearts ever noticeably turned to

tries. While this researcher has

no

those aforementioned, it remains
received from God with the

a

the Lord

as a

or

Ezekiel,

or

result of their minis

designs on placing his name among the ranks of
difficult

daily work

challenge to

of winning

balance

people to

a

subjective vision

Jesus Christ and estab

lishing a healthy congregation of believing Christians for His glory.
The

style of worship at

Harvest

Community

ground for reflection. Worship, by defmition,
God.
the

Additionally, worship is a time to

is

Church of God is also fruitful

attributing

hear from and

worth to the Name of

respond to

the presence of

Holy Spirit. Leading a congregation of Christians in worship is a complicated

matter.

Leading a diverse mixture of believers and seekers has caused the church

planter to examine the very roots of his understanding of worship.
considerable

temptation

results rather than

blend

to

engineer services in such a way as to bring about

desired

leaving the results in the hands of the Lord. Endeavoring to

liturgy, music,

and

language into a mixture that both relates to

group of people and honors God without
the Name of God has been

ist from the first

There has been

an

such

a

diverse

compromising the sense of reverence due

ongoing challenge.

day until now.
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This tension has continued to

ex

A fourth
Harvest

stopping point

Conmiunity

tioned that

a

commitment to the

were

theological reflection includes the commitment of

Church of God to

cally and programatically.
of 86 aduhs

for

lay ministry.

It has been

previously men

priesthood of all believers was made both strategi

Yet at the

point of analysis only 47% of the congregation

actively engaged in consistent personal ministry.

tical ramifications of this observation have

already been discussed

Some of the prac
in

5. A

Chapter

point to ponder at this juncture is what this level of involvement might

mean

theo

logically.
1 Corinthians 12:27 says "You
a

the

are

part of it." The larger context of this

verse

body of Christ,

includes Paul's

and every

one

of you is

inspired discussion of

spiritual gifts and insistence that every believer has been endowed with certain
ties

through

their
a

use.

which God

can

be

glorified and

the

Kingdom of God

advanced

abili

through

If, in fact, 86 believing adults of Harvest Community Church of God form

unit of the

body of Christ, yet only 41 of them are visibly exercising their spiritual

gifts in a meaningful way, one might conclude that God is not being honored as he
should be.
1 Peter 4:10 says "Each

one

should

use

whatever

gift he has received to

serve

others, faithfully administering God's grace in its various forms." A fundamental
purpose of the Church is to be

and

imparts His grace to

an

a

vehicle

through which God demonstrates His love

otherwise lost and

dying world. Setting aside the prac

tical ramifications of a congregation which is only 47%
that

same

engaged in personal ministry,

congregation is also only 47% honoring God by making itself available for
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God to minister His grace to the world.

There is also
in

an

individual

impact on a believer who

personal ministry for the Savior.

25:14-30

clearly

states that not

The

is not

parable of the talents, recorded

gift if it is not used, but that an account will one day have to

our

gifts were used. Additionally,
an

ministry,

from the

be

given for how

standpoint of Christian maturation,

individual believer chooses not to be
an

in Matthew

only will a believer come mto danger of losing a spiri

tual

when

properly engaged

meaningfully engaged

in

personal

opportunity for intimacy with the Lord and personal spiritual

forma

tion is also lost.

Principles for Church Planting
If church

today,

planting and church growth literature in general wants for anything

it wants for

a

consistent presentation of solid foundational

principles.

A

great deal has been studied and written regarding technique and methodology, but

comparatively
hind the

little is available in the way of exploring foundational

techniques.

methods that

Effective outreach is often

principles be

presented as a list of guaranteed

reportedly brought about a desired result in one parish setting and,

therefore, ought to be translated to others. The problem often faced here is that
two

no

settings are identical and methods which work well in one setting may not be ef

fective in another.
Yet behind all

which

they

arose.

technique and methodology are underlying principles from

Unlike

specific methods, principles are transplantable.

Sound

principles can be embraced, pondered, and applied to virtually any setting.
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The

re-

suit of doing this will be the birth of specific
ation at hand.

for the situ

techniques that are suited

They will be productive methods because they arose from sound

principles rather than just copied from a different setting.
The work of establishing Harvest
an awareness

Though

of several

none

of them

known to be true and

Community Church of God has produced

important principles for church planting and church growth.

are

new,

they

stand

as

restatements of what

was

important, but are often neglected or ignored

already
spite of their

m

value.

Prayer.

It has often been said at Harvest

prayer is the foundation for everything
more

than

a

we

strategy and much more than

do
a

Community

Church of God that

successfully as Christians.

slogan.

It is

a

principle.

This is

No church

planting endeavor should be pursued without significant participation in prayer by
both the pastor and the
The

varied

people.

technique or actual applications of this principle may look differently in

settings.

At Harvest

worked itself out in the
cessory prayer in the

Community

Church of God, the

principle of prayer

development of the discipline of extended periods of inter

pastor's prayer life,

the recruitment of more than 500

Prayer

Partners, and the programming of several prayer opportunities early in the life of
the

new

church. This may not be the

church start. The methods

ing of and commitment to

ciple as a deep

specific methodology required for every new

developed in a given setting must follow

the

principle itself

understand

If one does not hold this prayer

inner conviction, then there is little
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an

use

in

prin

attempting to develop a

program of prayer in the

Optimism.
in his letter to the

The

new

church.

Apostle Paul, perhaps the world's fu-st church-planter,

Philippian Christians,

"I

can

do all

things through

wrote

him who

strengthens me" (Philippians 4: 1 3). This he wrote from the confmes of Roman

prisonment.
tremendous

Paul seemed

entirely optimistic.

His

optimism enabled him to

hn-

endure

hardships and accomplish great missions in the face of staggering oppo

sition.

Planting a new church is a challenging venture.
understand the

become and remain

emotional indicators
new

are

The

church-planter

optimistic when all other intellectual and

suggesting otherwise.

The

church-planter and the people of

congregation will be faced with many challenges possibly including meeting

in "sanctuaries" that smell like smoke,
as

church-planter must also

importance of this kind of inspired optimism.

must know how to

the

The

pizza,

or

adolescence. Other obstacles, such

holding services in the parking lot because the custodian overslept, tempt the

church-planter and

the

people to

wonder if they'll

spirit of optimism must come from somewhere.
ity to

find this

rale in the

new

a

It is the church

real church. A

planter's responsibil

and maintain

high mo

congregation.
New church

sometimes taken for

alter

be like

spirit of optimism, communicate it to others,

Flexibility.

new one.

ever

development is unpredictable. Luxuries which are

granted in an established congregation simply do

The pastor and

people must be able to

remain flexible

not exist in a

enough to quickly

planned programs in order to address the actual situation at hand and utilize
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available

resources

rather than the

new

by this church-planter,

always prudent to

five year

or even one

year

begun to

establish basic

a sense

venture in

for

example, that within the

fu-st

church, specific program planning should be done only three months

at a time. While it is

and

nearly every planned

especially relevant to church planting.

It is recommended
year of a

they may have perceived would be there

While this is true for

during the planning stages.
church life, it is

ones

have

a

general idea of longer range plans,

plans should not be developed

ministry patterns,

of congregational

personality.

an

until the

congregation has

agreed upon philosophy of ministry,

This will most

likely be afterthe fu-st

18

to 24 months of operation.

Parent conferences

as

generous

as

or

sponsoring denominations should also endeavor to be

possible with their new congregations in this area of flexibility.

should be taken not to smother an infant
talk like the "church back home"

or

planted on the other side of town.
latitude in its

congregation by expecting it to

another

The

new

new

church that has been

church should be allowed

Care

walk and

successfully
significant

development of its own philosophy of ministry, worship style, ministry

emphases, and outreach program that best suit the people of the target community.
Life-Development.

Harvest

of development that reflects
ral

progression that

should be

venture. The birth of a

vidual

or

an

new

Community Church of God exhibited a pattern

important principle.

The pattern represents

a

natu

expected and considered during a church planting

congregation typically begins when God directs an indi

small group of individuals to

answer
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His call to

evangelize a target area or

population. While this step may
of a

congregation

as

seem

subjective,

it is

as

vital to the birth and health

conception is to the birth and health of a baby.

stage of prenatal development that the church-planter receives the
ner

conviction that is necessary to

lishing the new church

are

keep moving forward

faced. It is also

as

the

It is

sense

during this
of deep in

challenges of estab

during this phase that a preliminary phi

losophy of ministry with which the church-planter intends to begin the work can be
developed.
individual(s) have taken time and care to clarify the perceived call

Once the
from God, the

development of a core group of mature Christian

While the number of adults and

are

to the life of the

new

sion and

can

length of time required for this stage may

greatly in different settings and circmnstances,
of believers who

adults

the

begin.

vary

principle of developing a nucleus

already practicing basic issues of Christian discipleship is pivotal
church. It is

during this stage that the understanding of the vi

strategies of the new church can be developed and trusting relationships be

tween core group members can be fostered.

At

some

point it will be mutually determined by the church-planter and core

group members that it is time to

Though the methods chosen
core

group will

ber from

a

begin a ministry

a

public is invited.

to do this may vary, the result will be the same. The

change from a small group to

few dozen to

to which the

a

crowd. This crowd may vary in

few thousand, but the

dynamics remain similar.

num

The

church-planter and core group members will suddenly be inundated by numbers of
new

faces who must be

evangelized, discipled,
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and socialized in to the life of the

new

congregation.
In time, the crowd of new

gathering of returning faces.
fort in the fact that
fact that

people will distill itself down

It is at this level that

to a more

people begin to

take

familiar

some com

they recognize others in the group and find satisfaction in the

they are also recognized by an increasing number of people within the

group. It is at at this level that

some

of the

ity of the new church begin to emerge,
become understood

At various

more

mature dimensions of the

and the major emphases of life and

personal

ministry

by members of the new church.

points throughout the development of the new congregation,

portunities for personal and intimate ministry between persons will

occur.

op

It is dur

ing these times that glimpses of the community aspects vital to healthy church life
can

be

seen.

This may be reflected in the way visitors

are

welcomed and

sensitively

cared for

by church members, or in the way a member of the church was personally

cared for

during a time of difficulty or tragedy.

As the

congregation lives and works

together over a period of time, and as the major emphases of the ministry of the new
church become more
new

clearly understood by the body of believers who make up

the

congregation, the goal of a more consistently caring community will be

achieved.

Vision and

Calling

�-

Core

The Life

Group Development

-

�

Crowd

�

�

Congregation

Development Pattern of a New Congregation
(figure 6-1)
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�

Community

The

new

congregation will likely follow this or some similarly describable pat

tern of life-development. These

church if the ultimate

new

realistically expected.
Community Church of God,

few

things happened

quickly or as well as the church-planter had initially envisioned. Though develop

ments and

the

anticipated

community had

progress

not

were

were

expected to

the

only

attend the

"promised"

158

was a

endeavoring to
own

Though for example,

phone calls in to

was

the target

300

people

community,

only 74 returned

the second

originally planned from which to

pivotal to planting a second, third,

rented

now

fourth

key in keeping a congregation content to

plans for the purchase of land and construc

worship and ministry center.
Church

and

high school cafeteria as its primary facility, while

raise funds and make

easily.

,

campaign.

Perseverance has also been

a

people of

played out their part of the script.

success.

much smaller base than

and minister in

tion of its

and

the

opening service of Harvest Community Church of God

Perseverance has been

worship

key to

result of making 30,000

launch the "3000 for 2000"

congregation.

plotted out in minute detail,

Of the 158 in attendance the first week,

came.

week. This

often

always memorized

Perseverance has, therefore, been

as

be rushed in the interest of pro

goal of a mature congregation of caring Christian believers is

Perseverance. At Harvest
as

not

Time should be allowed for the gestation and childhood of the

ductivity.

to be

stages should

It has been said that

nothing worth

planting is certainly worthwhile. Church planting is not

while

comes

easy.

Optimism and perseverance must work together to bring a consistency to
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the

church-planter's life that will cause the church-planter to remain enthusiastic in min
istry, and to

understand the benefits of a church

planting ministry

as a

long-term in

vestment.

Serving as founding pastor of Harvest Community Church

of God has been

challenging and a rewarding experience. Making a careful study of the strategies
and methods used to establish the
and

helpful.

this research

It is the
as

hope and

new

church has been both

prayer of this writer that the

insights gleaned from

reported in this digest will be of some help to

the work of building the

personally gratifying

a

colleague engaged in

Kingdom of God through new church development.
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a

Harvest

Community Church

Ques

t ionnai

re

The

following questionnaire is intended to gather data that may lead to
understanding as to why Harvest Community Church got off to
such a vigorous start.
The information you provide will contribute to
a
larger body of data which will hopefully lead to the understanding of
principles for effective church planting strategies and methods.

greater

The

focus

of

this

questionnaire

is

on

your

ear

1

y

impress ions

of

Harvest

Community Church.

Though your opinions on certain of these topics may
have changed over time, please try to answer all questions from the
perspective you may have had during your first six months at Harvest
Community Church.

Please

answer
the questions as frankly and as objectively as you
Your honest answers may provide insights that could
possibly can.
dramatically increase the chances of success for future church planting

efforts

Thank

.

for

you

participation

your

in

this

important project.

�������

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please

scale
1.

What

were

Harvest

your

answer

ear

Community

great

each

l.y impress i
Church?

To

what

extent

decision

to

did

select

great

Please
with

feel

ear

your

to

3

to

r

cl ing

ly

number

in

the

impressions
as

2

3

on

prayer

at

emphasis

1

a

of

prayer

church
small

4

a

emphasis placed

2

Community

Harvest

influence

your

home?
extent

1

comments you may have
any additional
i
ons
of
the
ess
impr
ly
emphasis on prayer and
in
influencing your decision to make
played

include

respect
your
part they may have
Harvest Community your
the

the

extent

free

i

little
4

5

3.

of

ons

c

instrcuted.

emphasis
5

2.

question by

otherwise

unless

ear

church

home.
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Harvest

Community Church has since its inception used the slogan,
2000", as a reflection of its interest in being part of a
movement that
is endeavoring to reach 3000 people for Christ by the
"3000

year

for

2000.

Were

positive

or

scale

ow :

be 1

initial

your

reactions to that vision mostly
Please record your response on the

mostly negative?

mostly positive

mostly negative

5

4

3

2

what extent have you felt invited
stated vision of "3000 for 2000"?

To

1

have

to

extent

great

a

personal

small

5

4

3

2

extent

what

over-emphasized

properly emphasized

5

To

4

what

open

did you
discussion?

feel

5

what

did

extent

4

the

influence

implications
a

your

to

feel

free

respect
and

make

of

"3000

small
1

2

vision

of

"3000

decision

to

select

stated

for

for

2000"

was

extent

2000"

Harvest

small

the

to

to

include

your

early

and

its

Community

as

es s

have

i

of

ons

plaj'ed

church
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extent

1

additional

any

impr

they may
Community your

part

Harvest

2

3

4

5

2000"

3

extent

great

with

vision

home?

church

Please

the

i zed

1

extent

great

To

2

that

Harvest

at

under-emphas

3

extent

for

the

1

degree do you feel the vision was emphasized
Community Church (early impressions, please):

To

in

part

comments

the

in

home.

vision

you

of

influencing

may

have

"3000
your

for

decisior.

10.

Please

think about your ear ly percept ions of the attitude toward
evangelism and outreach at Harvest Coimnunity Church.
In each pair
of words that follows, please circle the one which best describes
your
early impressions of the attitude toward evangelism and
outreach at Harvest Community Church.
aggress

ive/non- aggress i

ve

intense/relaxed
organi zed/di sorgani zed
intent ional
deli berat

/accidental

e/happens

t

ance

sensitive/insensitive

11.

Please evaluate your early perceptions of
methods using the following scale: + for
"negative", 0 for "no opinion'
initial

phone

call

(if

you

Sunday morning
of

Use

name

of "My
decision

Use
a

Welcome

12.

To

"Welcome

tags

for

Team"

the

and
to

slips
Jesus

Pastor's

follow-up visit(s)

influence

your

great

call

phone

as

a

means

of

indicating

Christ

follow-up

follow-up phone call(s)

extent

initial

(greeters)

Pastor's

what

by phone)

everyone

Decision" cards
for or response

Packet

-

contacted

were

weekly mailings which followed

the following outreach
for
"positive",

did the evangelism and outreach methods
decision to make Harvest Community your
little

extent

5

4

3
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2

1

extent

used
church

home?

13.

Please feel free to Include any additional comments you may have
with respect to your early impressions of the evangelism and
outreach methods used and the part they may have played in

influencing
home

14.

decision

your

to

make

Harvest

Community

your

church

.

Please

your early impressions of the worship services of
Community Church using the following scale: + for
for "negative", 0 for "no opinion"
"positive",

evaluate

Harvest

-

selection

song
use

of

prayer

during

music

drums,

group

the

of

used)
for

instruments

guitar,

musical

or

of

variety

a

synthesizer,
solo

(style

service

reading during the service

first

time

visitors
the

in

(piano,

performances

Bible

participate

accompaniment

etc.)

encouraged
offering

not

to

feel

compelled

to

preaching style
preaching
use

of

content

weekly worship folder

meeting place

platform design
dress

15.

To

of

those

and

furnishings

leading worship

what extent did the style of worship influence
Harvest Community your church home?

your

decision

make

great

little

extent

5

4

2

3
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1

extent

to

.

Please
with

feel

free

to

include

to

your

early

respect

additional

any

impressions

part

of

they may have played in influencing
Harvest Community your church home.

17.

Harvest
and

Community Church placed

member

involvement.
this emphasis using the
0 for "no opinion"

"Congratulations,
seminar

Please

feel

evaluate

scale:

+

for

your

have

worship style and

-

to

the

make

lay ministry

on

early

"positive",

Gifted!"

may

impressions of
for "negative",

(spiritual gifts discovery

)

invitations

18.

your

you

decision

early emphasis

an

Please

You're

comments

the

free

with

to

participate

in

to

include

additional

any

various

ministries

comments

you

may

have

to

early impress ions of the emphasis on lay
your
respect
ministry and member involvement and the part they may have played
in influencing your decision to make Harvest Community your church
home

19.

The
soon

.

"Care-Chain"
after

"positive",
describe

20.

network of small groups (links) was introduced
Harvest Community Church opened.
Using the scale, +
-

your

for

"negative",

early

impr

ess

and

ions

of

0

for

the

"no
Care

opinion", please
Chain ministry here:

personal needs (if any) did you find could be
participating in the Care-Chain ministry?

What
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met

by

for

21.

To

what

extent

influence

your

great

did your participation in the Care-Chain ministry
decision to make Harvest Community your church home?

extent

5

22.

Please

23.

To

3

4

little
1

2

extent

feel free to include any additional comments you may have
with respect to your early impress i ons of the Care-Chain ministry
of small groups and the part they may have played in influencing
your decision to make Harvest Community your church home.

what

church

extent

made

the

was

obvious

to

process
you

of

during

how

decisions

your

early

were

made

involvement

for
at

the

Harvest

Community Church?
great

5

24.

To

what

extent

influence

your

great

little
1

extent

did

your

decision

3

4

2

impressions
to

make

of

Harvest

5

the

leadership of the church
Community your church home?
little

extent

4

3

2

extent

extent

1

26.

Please feel free to include any additional comments you may have
with respect to your early impr ess i ons of the leadership at Harvest
and the part they may have played in influencing your decision to
make Harvest Community your church home.

27.

Other

which
your

the topics mentioned above, were there other factors
significantly influenced (either positively or negatively)
decision to make Harvest Community your church home?
than
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